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Preface
Where do new ideas come from? In some cases I can tell the exact moment and the steps that
had to be taken before the innovation was ready to unveil itself.
One part of Next Media’s AdFeed project is trying to find new ways to combine social media
with mobile marketing. People are using the social web more and more with their mobile
devices and we wanted to research this trend to serve the two main markets of publishing: the
user/reader and the advertiser.
First this project was causing frustration. The technical development of mobile devices has
been amazing during the last couple of years. The sheer pace of innovation in mobile services
and applications has been astounding. At some times it felt that all these innovations come
from California and that’s also the place where all the money from these new services is
going to end up.
I mean: Facebook was the service that taught us to use the mobile Internet. Users of iPhone
and Android-devices consume a lot more bandwidth than users of older kind on handsets.
There is an old wisdom which says that where ever a larger group of people gather, there is
soon someone setting up a hut and starting to sell something to the masses, t-shirts, water,
anything. That was the same dilemma with Otavamedia: we have three on line forums with
hundreds of thousands of weekly users. We knew that their usage habits were changing
towards mobile internet, no problem there. So: a huge mass of people gathers. But where is
our mobile business model, where are the products that we can offer to our advertisers to
follow this trend?
In the Next Media project we were able to research this dilemma with other companies and
research organisations. The co-operation with the academic world has given us points of
views we couldn’t have figured out just by developing these things alone. And as important as
those things, the networking within the whole NextMedia project is inspiring as itself.
So where do ideas com from? Is there sense in development projects like the AdFeed?
Today I have this wonderful concept for a totally new product which combines magazine
content, mobile usage of media and location based services with internet marketplaces. I
know where this idea came from, why and when: it’s a result of almost two years of research,
networking and desperate rounds of innovation within the NextMedia ecosystem. Then, one
day, at a meeting with an important client all the things just click in the right place and the
idea for a new product is there.
Well, next we need to actually create the product. And it’s really not yet the product that we
were aiming for, that one is still a couple of years to the future. Innovation in media is a
process rather then a project. But today, we are a one step closer to the media solutions of the
future and –this is the most important discovery today: the process is working, new ideas do
emerge.
Petteri Numminen
Development Manager
Otavamedia
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Executive Summary
The purpose of this study was to develop new online advertising concepts and
gain an understanding of user perception of instant, social media advertising
concepts. The results of this report were collected through various methods.
The first part of this report discusses design guidelines and usability issues of
mobile user interfaces and how visual usability should be considered in digital
media advertising.
In the consumer study, we collected data with two different methods: focus
groups and an online community survey. The four focus groups collect consumers
of different age groups and attitudes towards new technology, consuming and
marketing. The online community survey data was collected from three online
communities with different user profiles. Overall the survey received 317
responses.
The consumer study showed that users are very selective to what is being
advertised and that in order to get noticed, advertising should be more personally
relevant to the user. From the user point of view it would be important to develop
targeting and profiling of advertising so that user would have the possibility to
choose the brands and products she or he is interested in and get the ads that are
most relevant for the user at the given moment. From the design point of view, it
should be noted that some web and mobile phone advertising providers allow
filtering advertisements via keywords, so that it is easier to target advertising for
specific audience and user community.
In addition, we piloted, in cooperation with possible advertisers, preliminary tools
for instant advertising that were combined with social media features. The small
companies that tried out the tools found them easy to use and suitable for
advertising their products. Companies would like to have statistics to find out how
readers have noticed and opened their ads.
Among the advertising experts, it was recognized that social media has been
influencing the ways in which the marketing communications of companies are
planned, produced and organized. Regarding the role of social media in the future,
marketing communications experts there generally held one of two opinions: the
predominant view was that social media is going to fragment into smaller niche
communities. However, some experts were in favour of the centralization view
and especially of the power of Facebook. According to one view, in the future,
there will be Facebook specialists in marketing instead of social media specialists.
In conclusion, more versatile profiling options for consumers and measuring
methods for companies should be developed. This could include not only click
rates but also time spent with certain brand sites and actions with the brand.
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Introduction
Virpi Oksman
The aim of Adfeed project is to research and develop new concepts for media
companies for online marketing. Our focus in this first stage of the project is on
small and medium-sized companies (SMEs) in particular, which may find new
and cost-effective ways to advertise with the instant ads or with location based
mobile ads.
However, in order to develop successful new concepts for online marketing there
are several things to consider.
The possibilities of these new advertising forms are studied from different points
of view. Business models, marketing studies and consumer behaviour are taken
into account. The research topic is also approached from the user experience. In
our earlier report on the expectations of consumers and small companies for social
media and instant advertising, we found out that users especially liked interactive
possibilities in advertising.
Users also liked the idea of receiving advertising from small, local companies.
Commenting and asking questions about the advertised products were found to be
useful. However, at the same time, advertisers were afraid that it would not be
possible for them to respond to customers’queries immediately during busy
periods. For small companies it is too time consuming to follow up companyrelated comments in social media, let alone reply to particular customer questions.
Ease of use is a central question in developing new advertising services. Small
advertisers and ordinary consumers do not have professional knowledge of
advertising and usually lack the time and opportunities to use complex advertising
services. Creating and sharing an advertisement should be done as quickly as
possible and without special training.
This report focuses on our extended research into the expectations users have
regarding social media advertising. To find out more about the attitudes users
have towards new forms of social media marketing, we have used focus group
interviews and online community surveys. Moreover, we have piloted instant
advertising tools with small companies and media. In addition, we have conducted
expert interviews to get insights into the business possibilities and challenges
from a marketing point of view.
Moreover, in the media environment it is essential that the message gets noticed
by the users. Getting attention is extremely difficult, therefore visual design is also
considered an integral part of the user experience. The visual elements determine
how easily and quickly users can receive, find and interpret information. The first
part of this report discusses design guidelines and usability issues of mobile user
interfaces and how visual usability should be considered in digital media
advertising.
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The AdFeed project consortium consists of Geniem, Aamulehti, Otavamedia,
CIRCMI and VTT. The AdFeed business case project is led by Geniem. VTT is
coordinating the research. The AdFeed project is funded by Next Media Tivit
Program. Next Media aims at the creation of competitive media concepts for
domestic and international markets.

2

Visual Usability
Tiina Kymäläinen

2.1

Visual usability in digital media advertising
The aim of this background research is to consider the visual design guidelines of
mobile, computer and tablet displays in order to utilize them in advertising
purposes. For an advertising media, mobile displays are currently mostly under
focus, as mobile field is seen as the ‘new media’to be utilized in advertising field.
Therefore, this background research strongly emphasises on studying the mobile
visual usability as an autonomous media or by comparing the properties and
affordances of the mobile to computer displays, web sites and applications.
Desktop and laptop computers are the ‘old media’that has already established
practices and guidelines, and web design is de facto the establishment for all the
other digital platforms. Therefore the study refers to the standards and guides that
are generally used in the field of web design or mobile web design. The tablet
computers represent the latest technology and its visual usability guidelines are
mostly founded on the other two media. However, there are some interesting
characteristics to tablet displays, witch the other media do not have, particularly in
the viewpoint of aesthetics and they are explained briefly in this study.
Visual design attempts to solve communication problems in ways that are
functionally effective and aesthetically pleasing (Mullet & Sano, 1995). Therefore
visual design is an integral part of the user experience of any media, namely
because the visual elements determine how easily and quickly users can receive,
find and interpret information. It has been studied, that a well-designed visual
appearance and layout structure can multiply the reviewing and processing time of
the viewer (Näsänen, 2007). Benefits of effective visual design may lead to more
downloads, improved application usability and user delight (Ginsburg 2010).
Strong visual designs are always built upon an underlying visual layout structure.
The visual layout structure means that the elements to be used in the layout form a
structure that conveys the information and entails additional value. Once the
visual structure is in place, other visual elements can be embedded upon to it
(Loiri & Juholin, 1998). Visual elements are e.g. icons, colours, typography,
metaphors, forms, pictures, symbols and animations. Generally, graphical
elements should help to draw the attention to the content or functionality and they
should not be used without a justifiable purpose. E.g., colours can be used to add
context, to reinforce action areas and call attention to important task-oriented
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features Spillers (2010)1. The aim of any visual usability guidelines is to reinforce
the visual structure and create aesthetically appealing designs and advertisements.
Ginsburg (2010) offers some advertising integration tips witch are suitable for
mobile advertising, but they can be exploited in other digital media also. First of
all, advertisements do not have to be links to company web sites, advertising is
more effective when it is integrated to relevant content in the specific domain. For
example advertisements can be added to a game by placing the advertisement e.g.
below the game scoreboard or at the end of the game. However, if the
advertisements are links to company websites, in mobile environment, there
should always be “a landing page”. Landing page means a page that is designed
for mobile use, so the users do not have to pinch or zoom the content. Many web
and mobile advertising providers allow filtering advertisements via keywords, so
that the advertisements are targeted for a specific audience. Appropriate filtering
benefits both advertisers and users.
However, one of the problems in designing interactive applications is the fact, that
visual design is implemented to the application or web site as a last resort, at least
after the coding is done (Ginsburg, 2010). This concludes to a situation when the
visual appearances seem to be superficial i.e. visual design is narrowly seen to
include few icons, company logo and custom colours. To truly impact the design
process of advertisements and advertising applications, visual design should be
considered as early as the concept phase.

2.2

Visual standards
Visual standards are built to guide the usability and user experience design of
displays and are generally targeted for visual- & interface designers and
evaluators. The standards aim to create consistency in the appearance and
placement of images, type, graphics, links and other important elements. The
purpose of the standards is that they enable users to:
•
•

Learn and understand displays and processes faster and more efficiently.
Find information and navigation without the need to re-learn or “hunt”for
similar links and information across multiple screens.
• Quickly determine what is important (and what is not) within a display –
making it easier to focus on the links and information most critical to the
task.
However, the standards are often very general, as they tend to describe the visual
information universally on all kinds of screens, as an individual designer has to
design the layout of the (web, desktop or mobile) application into more precisely
determined platforms. One example of a standard is ISO 9241 and especially the
part 12 (ISO 9241-12:1998, ergonomic requirements for office work with visual
display terminals, VDTs, Part 12) that contains recommendations on how to
present visual information on screens, so that users can easily perform ‘perceptual
tasks’(such as searching for information on the screen). The recommendations are
based on seven guiding principles:
1 http://www.demystifyingusability.com/graphic_design_issues/
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clarity (information should be conveyed quickly and accurately);
discriminabilty (information should be able to be distinguished
accurately);
conciseness (provide only the information necessary to complete the task);
consistency (present the same information in the same way throughout the
application);
detectability (direct the user’s attention to the information required);
legibility (information should be easy to read); and
comprehensibility (the meaning should be clearly understandable).

The recommendations are provided in three main areas: organisation of
information; graphical objects; and coding techniques, but there is no discussion
of e.g. icon design in this standard. The standard explains a sample procedure for
assessing applicability and adherence and include a detailed design checklist. The
reason for this approach is that users, tasks and technological solutions vary and it
is therefore not possible to give strict recommendations that apply to all systems
that present visual information.

2.3

Other Guidelines and Recourses
There are also another kind of recommendations and guidelines available for
guiding the visual usability of more specific platforms. Companies provide
guidelines for more specific software and technology design such as e.g. the
Apple Human Interface Guidelines2 witch help to build the visual usability and
applications for any platform that uses Apple technology.
On the other extreme is an effort to unite all devices that use web services and
applications. The principal objective of e.g. W3C Mobile Web Initiative 3 is to
improve the user experience of the Web when it is accessed from any device
(Figure 1). Their statement ‘One Web’means making the same information and
services available to users irrespective of the device they are using. In the
guidelines it has been taken into account that the context of e.g. the mobile use,
device capability variations, bandwidth issues and mobile network capabilities all
affect to the representation. However, some services and information are more
suitable for particular user contexts i.e. persons using web on a mobile device
have curtain needs and requirements. As this definition suggests, some things are
simply not available on some devices. Additionally, some devices (such as a
mobile phone) are much better at certain activities (like making phone calls) than
other devices. Therefore, a device designed for a specific activity should utilize its
unique features also on the Web.

2http://developer.apple.com/library/mac/#documentation/UserExperience/Conceptual/AppleHIGuidelines/XHIGIntro/XHIGIntro.html
3 http://www.w3.org/
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Figure 1 Smartphone screens

2.4

Challenges of mobile visual design
The most significant challenge of mobile visual design is naturally the size of the
screen. Traditional website users are most likely to sit at a desk facing a large
monitor, which has a decent resolution. Mobile website users are unlikely to be in
the same circumstances. In addition, mobile users more likely need information
that help them at that location or time, such as finding directions or finding out
what's going on nearby or quick entertainment to pass time (Ginsburg, 2010). As a
result, the visual structure has to be designed to meet these user needs.
One of the challenges in designing advertising content to mobile environment is
that the similar content of a web site is not usually easily re-purposed into smaller
mobile version. A simple change of style from media="screen" to
media="handheld" is not nearly all that has to be done in order to magically
mobilize the advertising web site. There has to be more specific layout structure
for mobile platform. As mobile phone screens are tiny, they have a fraction of the
area or pixels compared on most computer monitors. Therefore, the layout must
be simple and semantic i.e. there must be only the most essential information
presented on the screen. Otherwise, important content merges amongst everything
else on the screen. Fortunately, modern mobile devices i.e. smart phones typically
have bigger screens and higher resolutions than the older phones. When designing
advertisements and applications, it can be decided that the design layout is created
for only smart phones or more specifically determined phones. However, if the
user group is not exclusively defined to use e.g. smart phones, the design task
becomes more challenging. As there are variety of screen sizes and resolutions,
there are also different shapes of phones (Figure 1): from short and long
rectangles to tall and skinny ones to perfect squares; the mobile world contains a
rich tapestry of variation4.
The first appearances, the first page or the “form entry”, plays an important role in
a mobile website. First of all, the entry must be simple. A guiding rule is to keep
the shape and style of the layout/site as minimal and linear as possible. As there is
no mouse or stylus on a mobile phone, the users should be offered primarily the

4 http://articles.sitepoint.com/print/designing-for-mobile-web
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scrolling feature or touch-based interaction, if that is provided. W3C Mobile Web
Initiative suggests that the user should be allowed to input information by
selecting, instead of entering free text, or at least this should be provided as an
alternative method. Entering text on a mobile phone can be painfully slow and
error-prone. Therefore, mobile users are more likely to make mistakes (due to
misspelling or mistyping) or take shortcuts. However, if an advertisement is
designed solely for e.g. smart phones this suggestion is not relevant. Because of
the lack of space on the screen, and Internet connections that are often slower, it is
important for users to have access to what is most crucial, and as little else as
possible. One way to scale down the layout size is by reducing margins and
padding. However, a breathing space is a necessity also for any visual layout
structure and also for the design of a mobile environment. When designing
advertisements, it should be noted that different commercial models are often at
work when the Web is accessed from mobile devices as compared with desktop
devices. For example, some mechanisms that are commonly used for presentation
of advertising material (such as pop-ups, pop-unders and large banners) do not
work well on small devices 5.

Figure 2 Touch tablet screen

2.5

Preliminary notions about visual usability on touch tablets
Touch tablet or drawing tablet; is defined to be ‘a large flat surface that a user can
touch with a hand or a pen (or a puck) to control the position of the pointer on the
screen’(Figure 2) 6. According to Spillers (2009)7, the new tablets, from all
providers, offer touch and more intuitive context-sensitive interfaces i.e. the tablet
computers offer direct and more natural interaction with the computer.
The visual usability of touch tablets is currently in focus yet the research results
are preliminary. Therefore, there are no standards to guide the design of touch
tablet’s layout structure or visual appearances. Some guidelines concerning the

5 http://www.w3.org/TR/mobile-bp/#OneWeb
6 Definition by Usabilityfirst-website’s glossary: http://www.usabilityfirst.com/glossary/touch-tablet/
7 http://www.demystifyingusability.com/2009/11/making-things-easier-with-tablet-computing.html
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screen of computer and mobile phone layout can be utilized when designing the
visual layout for the tablet. However, the development of the tablet technology
have risen up a question if the old standards concerning web design should rather
be disregarded as the new technology offers an opportunity to re-think the visual
appearances and usage situations of the new devices.
In a preliminary study Nielsen and Budiu (2010)8 compares the usability of a
touch tablet to a website or mobile screen in research “Usability of iPad Apps and
Websites”. Nielsen and Budiu offer some suggestions for the visual usability on
iPad tablet, but they emphasize that the usage situations, e.g. goal-driven activities
vs. leisure activities, will guide the development of the touch tablet and determine
also the development of the visual layout and the elements of a touch tablet in
near future. According to the study, iPad user interfaces suffer usability problems
that are closely in touch with visual usability. About the visual appearances and
aesthetic values, Nielsen and Budiu say that “etched-screen aesthetic does look
good as there are no visual distractions or nerdy buttons”. However, they continue
that the penalty for aesthetics is the re-emergence of usability problems that have
not been seen since the mid-1990s: users do not know where they can click. In
addition, there are often no perceived affordances for how various screen elements
respond when they are touched. The iPad’s bigger screen (compared to mobile)
offered reasonable usability for regular Web pages, however the evaluated
applications were inconsistent and had low feature discoverability, with frequent
user errors due to accidental gestures. Furthermore, Nielsen and Budiu continued
that the overly strong print metaphor and weird interaction styles caused further
usability problems.
Beecher (2010)9 corresponded to the study by saying that “beauty does not require
an unusable interface, but a beautiful experience might ask users to engage more
deeply through a lack of obvious affordances. The iPad does not have a Graphical
User Interface but a gestural one and therefore the design guidelines do not
necessarily apply when users can interact directly with the content”. Beecher
agrees that non-obvious controls can encourage exploration and playfulness in
some contexts, but they can be frustrating in others. Beecher agrees that touch
tablet is a device that may turn out to be more of a leisure computer than a
business computer. Beecher emphasizes that people will, much of the time,
interact with this device in order to have an experience rather than complete a
task: “Some applications will be experiential and content based while some will
be functional and task based. Engaging with a system is not what people want to
do when they have a task to complete.”

2.6
2.6.1

Designin visual usability
Visual design structure, the layout
Visual design structure indicates to the underlying layout, template or at minimum
the common grid, colour palette and use of type on across the screen (Ginsburg,

8 http://www.devcogneuro.com/Publications/motor_&_cog_paper.pdf
9 http://johnnyholland.org/2010/05/26/usability-ain%E2%80%99t-everything-a-response-to-jakob-nielsen%E2%80%99s-ipad-usability-study/
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2010). In an optimal situation, visual design structures guide the users to find the
required information and create visual pathways. For example, in creating a social
networking application, with dozens of screens, it would save time and ensure
consistency to create first an underlying visual structure. Without a clear structure,
the application may be difficult to perceive or it may be interpreted differently
from what was intended. A visual structure definition might be in the form of
wireframes (black-and-white line drawings or sketches) until the user interface is
settled, and then it is time to refine the visual design. In a good layout structure,
the user is able to see all the vital main elements by looking at the centre of the
display. After that, the peripheral vision guides where to move the eyes next and
unnecessary eye movements are reduced (Näsänen, 2007).
Susan Ginsburg offers three different methods to create a visual structure:
•
•
•

Grouping
Hierarchy
Alignment

Grouping means that the similar information is placed next to each other or inside
distinctive groups. Several visual cues can be used to reinforce the group e.g.
contrast, alignment or graphs. Hierarchy may be used to establish the reading
sequence within the design. Then prominent groups or visual elements are always
seen first. Prominence is achieved e.g. by manipulating position and scale. In web
and mobile design, elements near the top of the screen are usually viewed first.
Scaling means that larger visual elements attract the eye more than smaller ones.
Effective alignment can make the design easier to understand i.e. every element
should have a visual connection with the other elements.
2.6.2

Interaction
It is important that also in the interaction structure of the application or web-site
the various fields and objects are presented in a logical order. Most websites have
a primary navigation menu very high on the page10. This has been inherited to the
mobile websites as well, but generally, mobile navigation options are scaled down
even more than web-sites that are presented in computer screens. The most
relevant links should always be provided, regardless of in witch part of the site the
user is. In a mobile website, the navigation might be displayed only in the
homepage and on other pages there should be only links back to the homepage
and back to the last important point along the path users have taken. That is
because mobile browsers often do not display basic controls such as ‘back’or
they display the web page in full screen mode. Intelligent grouping, perhaps
optimized through adaptation according to usage patterns, can assist usability.
Scrolling a page with many links can be very uncomfortable. Moreover, each
retrieval of a navigation page takes time and adds cost, so the number of links on
a page should not be minimized at the expense of adding page retrievals (Web

10 http://ist.mit.edu/services/web/reference/code/mobile-sites
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Reference guide11). The common design goal for the visual and interaction design
should be aimed to provide a minimum number of navigation links on an
advertisement site, web page or application, and limit the need to navigate
multiple links to reach the main content.
2.6.3

Typography
In designing advertisements for digital media, there is always an issue about the
appearances and the readability of the font. The enormous amount of generated
fonts suggests that each typeface or typeface families have been created for
satisfying the needs of various purposes. In fact, many typefaces have been
created for advertising purposes, to support a particular brand; they are copyright
protected and have been meant solely to support the company or product. All
typefaces have their own qualities and characteristics. E.g. a typeface called
Marker Felt may seem friendly and approachable within an art application but
informal and unprofessional within a financial news application (Ginsburg, 2010).
However, the professional graphic design field might have a different aspect even
to a single typeface12, so the evocative role of a font is not unambiguous.
The most important thing about typography in digital platforms is how readable
the font is. In typography, serifs (Figure 3) are semi-structural details on the ends
of some of the strokes that make up the letters and symbols. A typeface that has
serifs, small details at the end of strokes, is called a serif typeface. A typeface
without serifs is called sans-serif (Spiekerman & Ginger, 1993).

Figure 3 Serif and sans-serif typeface

Sans-serif fonts have become the de facto standard for the body text on screen,
especially on web applications. The success of the sans-serif fonts is partly
because interlaced displays may show twittering on the fine details of the
horizontal serifs. Additionally, the low resolution of digital displays in general can
make fine details such as serifs disappear or appear too large. In print, books and
newspapers, sans-serif fonts are more typically used only for headlines and serif
typeface is used for the body type. The conventional wisdom is that serifs
typeface guides the eye along the lines in large blocks of text. In addition, tablet
displays, witch are intended for reading long texts, the serif fonts are used for
displaying body text. Numerous studies have been done on the readability of serif
vs. sans serif typefaces. Studies seem to indicate that serif typefaces may be more
readable in print. Studies of on-screen use are more ambiguous, suggesting that
low screen resolutions make serifs more difficult to discern, with a resulting
erosion of readability compared to sans serif fonts. As the display technology has
evolved this argument might not have relevance anymore.
11 http://ist.mit.edu/services/web/reference
12

http://www.cyberiphone.com/death-to-marker-felt.html
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In computer displays, the optimal mean height of a letter is 0,5cm when it is
observed from the 70 cm distance (Näsänen, 2007). Therefore it is recommended
that the size of a type is not lesser than 0,37 cm (from the 70cm distance). If the
letter reduces to half of the recommended size, it takes twice as much time to read
the information. The larger font size means that there is lesser information
available on the screen, and user is forced to scroll down more. Scrolling down
slows down to receive the information and therefore it is suggested that there
should be a balance between readable text and the amount of information.
Generally, it is suggested that in a layout, print or computer display, there should
not be more than three different typefaces per layout. This is because more
typefaces create visual noise and are confusing for the users. As the mobile
screens have more limited size in a mobile screen layout, there should not be more
than one or two different typefaces. If the grouping of the visual structure is
chosen to be created with the typefaces, it can be achieved also by changing the
size, colour or weight of the type. Mobile devices often have fewer fonts and font
families to choose from and limited support for font sizes and effects (bold, italic
etc.) As a result, the use of font size or effect for example to highlight an answer
or a stressed word, may not lead to the desired effect. With inconsistent and often
limited styling of text on mobile browsers, headings become more significant. In
addition, mobile browsers are less likely to style the text exactly how the designer
would like it to be. H1, h2, h3 and other such tags generally help to make certain
text stand out and build the structure of the page from a user’s perspective13.
In addition, the choice of character encoding in mobile phones affects the range of
literal characters that can be used in a mobile web page. Regular Latin letters are
rarely a problem, but some languages need more letters than others, and some
languages need various diacritical marks above or below the letters (å,ä,ö). Then,
of course, some languages do not use Latin letters at all14. If there is a need for a
character that cannot be represented with the chosen encoding, it has to resort to
entities or e.g. numeric character references, NCR15. NCRs are typically used in
order to represent characters that are not directly encodable in a particular
document e.g. the NCR for the copyright symbol is &#169; (decimal) or &#xa9;
(hexadecimal).
2.6.4

Colour
From all the different elements of a screen layout, colour is the one which has
most contradictory meanings. In advertising field, it is common to support brands
or confirm statements with colours. There are also characteristics and definitions
for all the colours, which depends on the definer. E.g. white is associated with
coolness and cleanliness because it is the colour of snow16 in advertising field or
white can be used to suggest simplicity in high-tech products in the field of
technology. In addition, colour is associated with certain meanings based on our

13

http://ist.mit.edu/services/web/reference/code/mobile-sites
http://www.languagegeek.com/typography/diacritics.html
15
http://articles.sitepoint.com/article/guide-web-character-encoding
16
http://www.color-wheel-pro.com/color-meaning.html
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environment (e.g., green = fresh), culture (e.g., red = good luck in China) and
personal experiences (e.g., lavender might remind someone of her grandmother)
(Donis, 1973).
In designing colour schemes for displays, colours can help to reinforce the visual
structure in classification, differentiation and emphasis (Ginsburg, 2010).
Classification means that colours can unite the whole layout and colours may
highlight specific groups. Differentiation means arising attention by visibility, e.g.
a navigation bar may differentiate from the background by colour. Colour may
emphasize e.g. the primary action on screen. As there are curtain meanings to all
colours, which depend also about the platform and context, the colours should be
chosen wisely. E.g. in a mobile environment, red and green might easily point to
the red and green symbols that are used in making and ending a call. Web
Reference Guide17 suggests following for mobile and screen displays:
•
•
•
•
•

Colour must never be used alone to convey information.
Symbols or graphics should be used in a monochromatic environment.
To test a page for effective contrast, it may be printed on black and white
printer with the background colour included.
Colour vision deficiencies affect interpretation of red and green as well as
yellow.
Beige, yellow and orange may be confused with red and green.

Perceptual psychology and visual instructions determine that colours have three
different characteristics: hue, saturation and lightness. There are also other
qualifiers for colours, but without these three characteristics, the colours can not
exist (Arnkil, 2007).
Hue
The first definition of colour really describes just one dimension of colour: hue.
Hue means the red, yellow, blue, green etc. attributes of the colour (Figure 4).
Usually, colours with the same hue are distinguished from each other with
adjectives referring to their lightness and/or saturation, such as "light blue",
"pastel blue", "vivid blue". In painting colour theory, a hue refers to a pure colour
- one without tint or shade (added white or black pigment).

Figure 4 Hue

17 http://ist.mit.edu/services/web/reference/designing/color
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Saturation
Saturation refers to the dominance of hue in the colour. The purest colour is
achieved by using just one wavelength at a high intensity, such as in laser light. If
the intensity becomes lessen, saturation becomes lessen accordingly, the colour is
considered to be desaturated. To desaturate a colour in a subtractive system (i.e.
paints), one can add white, black, gray, or the hue’s complement colour. These
desaturated colours constitute the greyscale; running from white to black with all
of the intermediate greys in between (Figure 5). In terms of a spectral definition
of colour, saturation is the ratio of the dominant wavelength to other wavelengths
in the color. White light is white because it contains an even balance of all
wavelengths.

Figure 5 Saturation

Value/Lightness
The third dimension of colour is lightness-darkness i.e. how light or dark a colour
is (Figure 6). The dimension is referred to either as a colours lightness or value. In
terms of a spectral definition of colour, value describes the overall intensity or
strength of the light. Lightness is an attribute of visual perception in which a
source appears to be radiating or reflecting light i.e. lightness is a subjective
attribute/property of an object that is being observed and therefore it cannot be
measured.

Figure 6 Value/Lightness
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2.6.5

Colour contrast
When colours are reviewed in a study of visual usability, colour contrast is
something that must be taken into account. In fact, colour contrast is an important
matter when designing any visual layout structure. Considering colour contrast
may be approached effectively only with the help of the three above-mentioned
characteristics of colour.

Figure 7 Complementary colours

The contrast of the colour values, based on hue, saturation and lightness, between
different elements in the layout dictates how the overall experience is perceived.
Usually complementary colours (Figure 7) may be used to distinguish elements
from one another. In displays however, the complementary colours tend to jar
against each other, yet for advertising purposes, it is beneficial to know that
complementary colours may be used to distinguish attention.
For readable text, the black and white saturation contrast is the best alternative, as
between the text and the background the contrast should always be ample. The
saturation difference between black and white offers the most substantial contrast.
Consequently, if any other colour is used either background or in the text, then the
font size of the text should be larger, as in that case the colour contrast is lower.
The technical explanation is that the visual acuity for colour contrast is
significantly lower than the visual acuity saturation contrast (Näsänen, 2007).
In designing effective colour contrast for various devices, the trouble is that the
colours may vary between the devices. Because mobile screens may not support
the same colours than desktop or laptop monitors, the colour contrast is
recommended to be exaggerated in order to provide adequate contrast in order to
the content to be readable18. In designing colours for mobile, it should be
considered also that some older mobile screens uses very limited colour palettes
and devices are often used in less-than-ideal lighting conditions. Hence,
information highlighted in colour may not be visible to all users.
2.6.6

Web-safe palette
There is a lot of discussion whether the web-safe palette should still be in use
when designing colours for digital platforms. Currently most displays support

18 http://ist.mit.edu/services/web/reference/code/mobile-sites
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millions of colours, yet there still might be some displays in use, witch only
support the 216-Color Web safe palette19. The history of the palette is that in
1990’s many computers and operating systems could only display 256 colours.
When more than one program or web page was visible on the screen at a time, and
the total colours that they used totalled more than 256, users saw colours
unreasonably distorted. Netscape came up with a solution, when they defined a set
of 216 colours that would have the priority on users’monitors. Therefore, web
pages that used those colours exclusively had a much better chance of looking
good. Nowadays it makes no difference what colours the designers use in their
sites and graphics, unless the user’s computer or mobile phone is limited to those
256 colours. In that situation users finds that the visual appearances become
speckled because they are dithered with nearby colours and sometimes colours
outside the 216-Color palette will be replaced by very different colours.
Therefore, if there is no statistics of the user group’s phone and displays, holding
to the 216-Color web safe palette might be worth the endeavour.
2.6.7

Icons, symbols and metaphors
The use of graphical symbol can fasten the processing information remarkably
compared if the information is presented with text or caption. This benefit has
been successfully used in the layout structure of the mobile and tablet touch
screens. It takes one eye fixation from the user to process a graphical symbol, as
to compare with text, it takes at least two eye fixations to read three word text
(Näsänen, 2007). Altogether, the more visual elements there are on the screen, the
more eye fixations it takes to perceive and process the information. Nevertheless,
in the viewpoint of visual usability, the bigger problem with icons, symbols and
metaphors is that the user has to know or learn the semantic meaning of them.
Consequently, symbols and icons belong to the field of semiotics: the general
theory and practice of signs. In designing metaphors for symbols and icons the
ideas often dwell from everyday physical objects (e.g., a movie icon resembles a
film). The problem with metaphors for rapidly changing devices is that at some
point, they grow old. An example of outworn metaphors are e.g. the handset of a
phone, symbolising for making the call. Classical metaphors cannot easily be
replaced as also the younger users have learned the semantic meaning of them. Of
course, there are also more abstract metaphors that have no response in reality. In
creating icons and metaphors to a web site, tablet or mobile application, it is
primarily important to evaluate the semantic meanings with users.
Ginsburg offers some tips for designing icons to mobile applications:
•
•

Use optically equivalent scaling for icons (e.g. circles are slightly larger
than squares).
Show icons on tabs (on groups). Don’t leave the space blank, do not use
words or arbitrary shapes.

19 Web-Safe swatch collections can be found e.g. on:
http://www.visibone.com/swatches/
http://www.lynda.com/
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Provide adequate space between icons and their labels.
Keep labels concise so they do not run into neighbouring labels.
Display labels in title case e.g. Title Case, not lowercase (title case) or
uppercase (TITLE CASE).

Animation
The use of animation in all digital displays is influential way to grab users’
attention, and it can be exploited especially in the field of advertising. As smart
phones and high-speed Internet connections have become more common,
designers have also been able to take more liberties with using video and
animation. The average user on a desktop, laptop or smart phone wants to see a
visually engaging website, and, as a result, animations are heavily used20. As a
growing number of mobile users have smart phones with larger screens and better
connection speeds, more opportunity exists to use animations. However, because
there are still a large percentage of users who are not using these devices, many
mobile websites still avoid images, video and animation when possible.
Carefully designed animations can be used in banners or individual applications to
grab the users’whole attention. There is also another kind of reason to exploit
animation. In desktop, tablet or mobile phones animations provide feedback when
the content is being downloaded or processed, when the content is moved from
one place to another (files between folders) or as to indicate that the user has
reached the end of a selected screen. In addition, transitions, movement between
related screens, may require animation or at least some transition effect
(Ginsburg, 2010).

2.6.9

Focusing attention
Finally, it is important to remember, that human brain is selective regarding visual
information that it is receiving. Only a small portion of all the information is
processed and thereby the focus can be only in few targets of the visual field
(Näsänen, 2007). This means that users are unable to focus the attention in all the
information, and in designing the visual layout structure for advertising purposes,
this fact can be exploited.
To capture user’s attention by anomalous targets might have an advantage for
example in advertising, as anomalous targets draw attention easily. Anomalous
targets: moving, rapidly changing images and suddenly appearing items are
irresistible to the eye. It should be reminded though, that the eye fixations of these
anomalous targets take time and slow the process of processing any other
information and furthermore they load the working memory. I.e. if users’attention
is tied up to something, s/he might miss a significant part of the information in
another part of the layout structure. (Näsänen, 2007).

20

http://www.lionsiteswebdesign.com/designing-mobile-website.html
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Study Phases and Methods
Juhani Linna, Antti Väätänen, Maria Alaoja, Minna Kulju, Jorma Riihikoski, Joel
Hakulinen, Mari Ainasoja, Virpi Oksman

3.1
3.1.1

User experience studies with visual scenarios
Consumer focus groups
Focus group interview is an interview technique where a small group discusses
the topics the interviewer brings out. Typically the groups are formed of people
with similar backgrounds: level of education, status, neighborhood etc. With a
similar level of expression capability there are, according to Morgan (1998), less
potential conflicts, but also less diversity in points of view. In this research, a
mixture technique was used: The results were analyzed as age groups, but the
interviews were conducted in mixed groups. Focus group interviews are not
statistically representative, i.e. the size of sample and the selection of respondents
are not adequate for statistical generalizations. The objective is to gather
qualitative data through spontaneous conversations that arouse from social
stimulation.
The main goal of the focus group interviews was to find out about the attitudes the
participants had towards the presented forms of social media marketing. In
specific, answers to these questions were considered:
•
•
•
•
•

How well social media advertisements are accepted?
What (new) marketing or advertising methods the participants see as
feasible?
What sort of advertising could be efficient in social media?
What social media techniques could be seen as beneficial?
Is there a difference between age groups in attitudes towards marketing in
social media?

The aim was to collect four (adult) age groups that would represent different kinds
of adult consumers. The groups were assumed to have different attitudes and
prospects towards new technology, consuming and marketing, although only the
age was controlled beforehand in every group.
Although there were e.g. early adopters in all age groups, older consumers are
usually less likely to adopt new technology and services than younger ones (see
for example diffusion of innovations -model by Roger Everett 1983). The final
groups and their anticipated main characteristics were as follows:
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1) Four university students aged 20+ (one female, three males): Low and varying
income, early adopters of new innovations, very familiar with social media.
2) Four working young adults 25+ (three females, one male): Steady income,
high expenses, early majority in the adaptation of new innovations, familiar
with social media.
3) Three middle-aged 45+ (two females, one male); Steady income, high
expenses, late majority in the adoption of new innovations, aware of social
media.
4) Three elderly aged 60+ (all females): Steady income, low expenses, aware of
social media.
The participants were chosen from a VTT’s database of registered users, who had
expressed a preliminary interest in participating in different studies. Thus it is
likely that they present the more extrovert part of their age groups.
The focus group interviews were conducted by three user experience experts from
VTT and University of Tampere. First interview session was conducted at
University of Tampere on 28th Oct. The second one was on 3rd Nov and the last
one was on 5th Nov. One interview session took approximately an hour.
Interviews focused on the following topics:
1 Background information e.g., what kind of advertisements the users notice and
how social media affects on their consuming behavior.
2. Attitudes, opinions and ideas related to the four scenarios presented e.g. Good
and bad features of each scenario, and specific questions related to each scenario.
3. Conclusion conversation e.g. what kind of companies or organizations could
take use of these new advertisement and announcements methods and what kind
of advertisements are suitable for mobile device.
As a part of the focus groups, visual scenarios about new on-line advertising
methods were used in order to illustrate research topics and to help generate
conversation. Overall four scenarios were created and discussed in the interviews.
The scenario work included generating and evaluating ideas together with project
partners. VTT’s graphic designer visualized the following examples of new social
media advertisement ways.
In the Baby Trolleys scenario (Figure 8) the idea was to illustrate how a user can
notice online instant advertisement and how he/she can share the advertisement in
social media services such as Facebook. In this scenario a mother sees a baby
trolley on sale advertisement and share the advertisement to her friends.
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Figure 8 Baby trolleys visualization. (Drawing: Minni Kanerva)

The scenario Theatre tickets (Figure 9) demonstrates how a small theatre can offer
last minute sale tickets to their evening show only a few hour before the show
time. In addition, in this case the tickets could be bought online to the mobile
phone.

Figure 9 Theatre tickets scenario (Drawing: Minni Kanerva)
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In the Antique shop scenario (Figure 9) the company owner adds an instant
advertisement to the local online news service. Readers can comment the ad and
one possible buyer complains about the high price of the certain set of dishes.
Customer sends his comment into online chat forum and the antique shop owner
replies with explanations.

Figure 10 Antique shop scenario (Drawing: Minni Kanerva)

In the last scenario named City event (Figure 10) a municipal community has
organized a day without a car event. The community offers cycling routes as a
part of the event services. The announcement of the routes is given on a local
online news service and in this scenario a user reads the news with his smart
phone. The user selects one route and he can see it on an interactive map service
and he can see available service points along the route.
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Figure 11 City event (Drawing: Minni Kanerva)

3.1.2

On-line community survey
The on-line community survey was done with Digium software (www.digium.fi)
which is a browser-based tool for collecting and analyzing data from
questionnaires. Survey was organized between November 9th 2010 and December
1st 2010. Three different kinds of on-line communities were selected to survey:
•

technology oriented site Muropaketti (muropaketti.fi)

•

childcare oriented site Kaksplus (kaksplus.fi)

•

lifestyle oriented site Ellit (plaza.fi/ellit)

The online community participants filled out a background questionnaire that
collected data e.g. how much respondents used Internet and which services and
discussion forums they tend to use. Moreover, the participants were asked
questions regarding on line advertising in the future: what kind of user
requirements future network advertisements sould have, how users accept location
based services, offers in the mobile phone and rewarding in on-line communities.
In addition, the participants were asked about the most liked and hated
advertisement types in social media and which products or services they would
see to benefit most for location based mobile phone advertising.
Overall there were 317 responses to the questionnaire (209 males, 102 females, 6
did not respond to the question); Muropaketti being the most active forum
reacting to questions regarding advertising with 213 responses. Majority of
respondents of Muropaketti were males whilst Kaksplus and Ellit had more
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female respondents (see table 1). The average age of the respondent was 30
(youngest 17 and oldest 63).
Forum

Female

Male

Total

Muropaketti

7

206

213

Kaksplus

84

1

85

Ellit

11

2

13

Table 1. The distribution of gender in different on-line communities

All respondents were quite active Internet users since more than half of the users
used Internet more than 4 hours per day. There were slight differences between
the forums. The Muropaketti users used Internet much more with mobile device
than the Kaksplus and Ellit users (see table 2).
Forum

Use internet more than 4
hrs/day

Use Internet with mobile device
at least occasionally

Muropaketti 74%

82%

Kaksplus

32%

43%

Ellit

54%

23%

Table 2. Respondents Internet and Mobile internet usage

In all forums Facebook, YouTube, IRC-Gallery and Spotify were mentioned to be
most used web sites. Most of the respondents were visiting in the discussion
forums at least daily and they also participated to conversations quite actively. In
addition to the Otavamedia forums the participants mentioned Suomi24 as a
forum they visit frequently.
In addition four scenarios were created for the survey. VTT’s graphic designer
visualized the scenarios.
Context based on-line advertisement scenario (Figure 11) illustrated how
advertisement service recognizes user’s context; in this case the weather
information combined with location, and offers the user ads based on these
information. The user in sunny and warm Oulu is provided ads of sunglasses and
summer clothes. Instead in rainy Helsinki (on the right side) the same newspaper
offers to user a travel advertisement to the sunny place in the south.
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Figure 12 Context based on-line advertisement scenario (Drawing: Minni Kanerva)

The mobile based on-line communities scenario (Figure 13) revealed how the
smart phones can be used to have location based advertisements in the forums.
The scenario shows how people on the go are using their mobile with their friends
to follow forum discussions and at the same time they can get advertisements of
their own choices like locating nearby offers from coffee shops.
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Figure 13 Mobile on-line communities scenario (Drawing: Minni Kanerva).

Regular customer offers and mobile media scenario (Figure 13) described how
the mobile phone can be used for receiving offers and coupons. It also showed
how users could share the offers with their friends trough email or text message.
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Figure 14 Regular customer offers and smart phones scenario (Drawing: Minni
Kanerva)

Rewarding forum members scenario (Figure 15) presented an example how
active members could be rewarded in the forums. There could be top10 list and
based on the list the users can be offered rewards like weekend in the spa.

Figure 15 rewarding forum members (Drawing: Minni Kanerva)

3.2

Piloting instant advertising tool and service in media
The instant advertising service was piloted by Aamulehti on October 2010.
Totally eight small enterprise were piloting the advertising tool, DealFlow, and
service. Piloted service was named as “Hyvät Kaupat Nyt”and the banner
shoving the ads was located in aamulehti.fi front page (Figure 16).
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Figure 16 “Hyvät Kaupat Nyt” –banner in aamulehti.fi web page

The companies made the ads themselves by using the DealFlow -tool designed by
Geniem. Ads could contain text, image, links or video. The headline of the ad
pops up into the banner in aamulehti.fi as soon as it was accepted and sent from
Deal Flow. In the banner six newest ads were visible and by selecting the headline
of the ad reader gets more detailed ad (Figure 17). Readers (as well as companies)
could share ads via Facebook or Twitter. It is also possible for users to express
whether they liked ads.

Figure 17 An ad made with the Deal flow service.
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Participating companies’representatives were interviewed after couple of week’s
usage to gain feedback of usability, user experience, acceptance and usefulness of
the piloted service. Participants were also asked to fill out a questionnaire which
contained statements about usability and usefulness of the advertising tool and
service.

3.3

Expert interviews
Social media experts in advertising and media agencies were interviewed in order
to explore the effects of social media on marketing practice currently and in the
near future. This focus for expert interviews was chosen because many influential
social media writers and speakers in Finland come from the advertising sector
(Table 1). These experts have hands on experience about the possibilities and
challenges from company and consumer point of view. They have also power to
shape the future directions of utilizing social media in advertising and marketing
due to their roles as designers, consultants and implementers.
The themes of the interviews covered advertiser knowledge and attitudes towards
social media, consumer culture shaped by social media, effects on marketing
communications organization and planning and future visions for social media
marketing. First themes, namely advertiser and consumer attitudes towards social
media marketing, have already been reported as a part of previous project report
focusing on company and customer expectations.
Eleven expert interviews were made using theme interview method in the end of
2010 (Table 3). Instead of statistical representativeness, the main goal in choosing
the interviewees was the diversity of viewpoints. This was pursued by choosing
representatives from different kind of actors: from advertising, media and digital
agencies, from both leading agencies and rising challengers and from both small
independent actors and from agencies that are part of big international concerns.
Our interviewees does not necessarily cover all the most popular gurus in the
field, but instead it presents a wide array of leading practicing experts looking
social media marketing from different professional perspectives.
Table 3 The expert interviews
Company focus
Media agency

Advertising agency

Digital agency

Independent consultant

Company name
Happi Mindshare
Carat
Dagmar
OMD
N2
SEK
Radikal
TBWA Diego
Whitesheep Isobar
Frantic
Promener
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Interviewee
Teemu Savolainen
Antti Kaihlanen
Matias Vakkilainen
Sami Kankkunen
Alex Nieminen
Sami Lanu
Tomi Koivulehto
Tiina Neuvonen
Markus Grannenfelt
Sami Relander
Marko Sykkö

Title
Creative Director
Strategy Director
Planning Director
Digital Director
CEO
Digital Strategy Director
Partner / Account Director
Producer
CEO
CEO
Social media consult
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Verbal future scenarios were used as an inspiration and provocation. Scenarios
were short, written descriptions of possible futures comprising of different roles of
social media in marketing and the everyday life of advertisers and customers. The
interviewees were encouraged to freely comment, challenge and fill in the
scenarios presented. It was emphasized that the scenarios were not intended to
limit the thinking of respondents but to inspire it. The purpose of scenarios was to
challenge experts to think possible futures beyond the most predominant, obvious
answers.
In first scenario, the active company role and possibility to intensive interaction
between companies and customers were emphasized. The aim was to stimulate
discussion about the role of social media in future everyday business practices.
Scenario 1. Companies consider direct and genuine customer contact to be the
most important benefit from marketing in social media. Addition to Facebook and
other distinct social media services, traditional media companies offer easy-to-use
tools which enable even small companies to produce advertising themselves.
Companies handle marketing in social media by themselves and instead of
marketing campaigns, it becomes part of their continuous customer service.
With the second scenario, we wanted to illustrate a possible future dominated by
social media professionals and continuous measuring.
Scenario 2. From company perspective, social media forms the most important
channel for marketing communications, and social media strategy guides the
planning of company communication. Consumers perceive marketing in social
media to be a positive thing. Social media marketing becomes professionalized: it
is outsourced to outside consultants, who also have an effect on marketing in
other channels. Measuring results and compiling statistics are essential parts of
social media marketing.
Third scenario demonstrates the possibility of social media to increase consumer
power and criticism towards marketing and consumption.
Scenario 3. Social media contributes to drastic rise of consumption criticism.
Consumers do not approve any marketing in social media. Consequently, social
media is above all a risk for company reputation, because even the smallest
mistake results in negative commenting in social media. The most important role
for advertising and media agencies is to prevent this risk from realizing. If
consumers tolerate some marketing, they want to choose the received ads, and
interact and comment on truthfulness and attractiveness of marketing messages.
Fourth scenario concentrates on the possible future effects of technical
development on social media usage practices. As an example of possible future
development, some novel forms of advertising (mobile, 3D, augmented reality)
were highlighted.
Scenario 4. Social media is first and foremost a mobile media, and its use for
marketing purposes will grow due to new kind of phones and tablets.
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Consequently, social media marketing is based on context information like place
or weather. Mobile 3D devices and elements of augmented reality are also central
factors in social media marketing. New actors concentrating on mobile
advertising eat away business from traditional advertising and media agencies.

4

Results

4.1

Consumers’perception on instant advertising
Juhani Linna, Maria Alaoja, Antti Väätänen

4.1.1

Background information
According to latest (2010) studies by Statistics Finland, Finns are highly active in
the use of Internet: 86 percent of Finns aged 16 to 74 are considered as Internet
users (they used the Internet in the past 3 months), and the share of users grew
fastest among 65 to 74 year olds. 72 percent of Finns use the web daily or almost
daily. Furthermore, 76 percent had searched information about goods or services
and 76 percent had read online news in the past 3 months. 42 percent had
registered into some social network service (Facebook, Twitter etc.).
When asked about the use of services that may be referred as social media,
YouTube received most mentions (13/14) and Facebook was close behind
(12/14). The participants usage of Internet and social media services is
summarized in Table 4.
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Table 4 Participant characteristics

Participant

Age

Gender

Internet
daily use,
hours

Number of
Social Media
services used

Mobile
Internet use

1

23

F

2-4

7

weekly

2

23

M

2-4

3

weekly

3

25

M

4-6

4

not at all

4

22

M

4-6

7

not at all

5

26

F

1-2

4

not at all

6

25

F

4-6

3

less
frequently

7

28

F

4-6

12

less
frequently

8

27

M

4-6

8

daily

9

48

M

1-2

8

less
frequently

10

56

F

2-4

3

not at all

11

49

F

not daily

2

not at all

12

63

F

1-2

0

not at all

13

73

F

4-6

2

less
frequently

14

63

F

2-4

2

not at all

In addition to the general use of Internet, the participants were asked to estimate
the importance of different media on a five step scale, where the left end (5) was
labeled “very important”and the right end (1) “not important”. Printed
newspapers were highly important to elder participants and less important to
younger ones, but only the participants in 20+ group value newspaper websites
over printed versions. Internet in general is considered quite important among all
groups
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Mediums for localised advertising
The interview sessions began with questions considering local (operating only in
Pirkanmaa) companies and their visibility in media. The participants found it bit
difficult to differ local advertising from general advertising, and probably partly
because of that they were quite careful in their responses. The results suggest that
local print media, Internet and recommendations from friends are the most
effective mediums.
The 20+ group thought that local small and medium-sized companies were not
visible in the media they use. Seeing adverts of their services or information about
them was thought to require specific searching.
“If I’m looking for some company (… ) they do not unfold unless you go looking
for them”.
Recommendations from friends were considered as the most common ways to get
information about the best local services.
“Most likely I’d say you hear it from friends”.
The 25+ participants were more aware about the local companies and their
offerings, however the opinions were mixed. While one male interviewee threw
ads “straight to garbage bin”, other (female) liked to flip through catalogues.
“Whenever I have time, I flip through those leaflets (…) food adverts, and clothes
sometimes”.
The Internet was considered as an important channel, especially when looking for
a certain service or product. Newspapers were also mentioned, but radio was not
considered as an important advertising medium among the participants.
Print media was the main information source for the 45+ group. Local newspaper
Aamulehti and local free paper Tamperelainen were mentioned by name. Internet
was usually used for a specific need.
An idea of a specific and easy-to-access channel for local enterprises and their
advertisements was brought up by one interviewee:
“If there’d be some kind of channel from where you could easily access to every
service on Tampere region on a real time… it would be interesting”.
The 60+ group had similar traits: printed media was the main source for spotting
local advertising. In fact, the participants found it difficult to even think that there
would be any other channel besides printed media. The participants watched
television and listened to radio, but did not remember any adverts from these
sources.
”It is probably the printed media and newspapers when it comes to local
advertising as there’s no such a place in the Internet that would afford an easy
access to those”.
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Again, the Internet was used for specific need. In addition to the definition of the
right product or service, the Internet was used also for finding out the information
where it could be purchased from.
4.1.3

Social media and consumer behaviour
Second topic was advertising in social media, which covered all sorts of content in
social media that could be considered as commercial: recommendations, banner
ads and company presence. Although the concept of social media was somewhat
familiar to all groups, the 45+ and the 60+ interviewees found the topic a bit farfetched, since they did not use social media actively or at all. Social media was a
synonym for Facebook in all groups. Some participants saw social media as a
potential influencer in consumer behaviour, but only if the commercial content
was considered as personal, and it came from a trusted source. In overall, social
media was not seen as very workable advertising venue.
Even though the members of the 20+ group used social media frequently, they did
not think that recommendations in e.g. Facebook had any straight impact:
“In some situations you might think it would (affect), but in practice maybe not, at
least hitherto”.
The efficiency of the recommendation was dependent on the referee:
“If one is looking for something (product or service) and puts it in one’s status
(…) it (the value) depends on who of my friends will make that recommendation”.
Like the 20+ group, also the 25+ participants had quite lukewarm attitudes
towards advertising or recommendations in social media. Adverts were left
unnoticed, and the recommendations were seen too impersonal.
“They (adverts) are there on the side… you don’t see them”; “I don’t buy the
recommendations, unless they come from somewhere else (than from social
media)”.
Personal recommendation from a friend was considered as more relevant. The
interviewees did not want to be passive receivers of advertising in social media:
“I use ad-blocking (software), so I don’t even see them all (…) I would like more
control to my own adstream”.
The 45+ participants did not pay a lot of attention to advertising on social media
platforms. Facebook adverts were considered as unimportant –not effective but
not disturbing either. Personal recommendations from friends and friends’status
updates with a positive experience were mentioned to potentially increase an
interest to a certain product or service.
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“I do not pay a lot of attention to those adverts on the Facebook or at least I
never click on them… if some friend of mine has written a status update about
having gone to a certain restaurant I might go and check it out”.
The 60+ participants weren’t active users of social media platforms:
“I belong to the age group that doesn’t so actively use Facebook… I do visit on
YouTube but I usually only listen to music on there”.
Channels of gaining recommendations that might influence the decision of buying
certain item, mentioned by one participant, were the Kauppakanava service:
“I receive some invites by Google e-mail to take part to competitions… that is a
way to make people familiarize themselves with those websites”.
4.1.4

Attitudes towards Internet advertising
After the social media conversation, the participants were asked their thoughts
about Internet advertising in general, and how would they describe successful or
unsuccessful Internet advertising. Particularly they were asked to name
memorable adverts or campaigns. Based on the responses, brands or products
hardly ever affect consumers on conscious level: Many of the participants found it
hard to recall any adverts. The most favourable ones were YouTube videos, that
were somehow humorous, but even with them the brands were often unnoticed.
In general, the participants in all age groups thought that an existing need for the
advertised product or service would by far be the most effective factor in purchase
decision. As expected, the participants regarded themselves as quite rational
consumers: a priori need and price were emphasized in order to the advertisement
to be effective. This idea was frequently presented throughout the whole session.
Aggressive adverts (e.g. intrusive flash banners, unexpected use of sound or music
or pop-ups) were considered irritating but –a bit surprisingly –effective, at least
in terms of memorability.
In both of the younger groups, the most impressive adverts were the successful
cases of viral marketing seen on YouTube. When asked about the characteristics
of an impressive advert or campaign the 20+ group enlisted humour, catchy music
and film-likeness.
“It is happens usually so, that somebody has seen (a great advert) and notifies it,
and you go and check it out”.
“The ones that stuck into my mind are the ones with really irritating music or
sound (…) they’ll stick into my mind anyway (…) though I don’t know if it affects
on buying”.
Humorous YouTube videos were also the first and practically the only examples
the 25+ group mentioned as positive adverts, and like the previous group, they
were also doubtful whether the humorous adverts would be effective or not:
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“Well I don’t know if I would buy that (fragrance), but I wanted to see it through,
like what are they (the advertisers) trying to say here?”.
The participants in both older groups thought that the most significant features of
successful online campaigns were eminent targeting and a personal approval of
the receiver:
“If I’m interested in something and I make a visit to a certain store and register
myself as a client…then I start to receive adverts from this store every now and
then… and I just might buy something”.
In order to be willing to purchase an item online, the prior knowledge was seen
crucial.
“I had a need for one and I had already been to a department store looking for a
similar one, but this one (in an email advert) was around twenty euros cheaper”.
4.1.5

Aamulehti.fi and mobile advertising
The fourth topic in consumer focus groups was advertising in Aamulehti.fi-portal,
which has about 250 000 weekly visitors (TNS Gallup). Participants were
somewhat familiar with the Aamulehti’s website and as it came out earlier in the
conversation they were keen readers of the printed version of the newspaper.
Website was perceived more likely as a place to go to check out some specific
article:
“Sometimes I receive a recommendation from a friend that there’s some
interesting article on Aamulehti.fi… so then I go there and just read that certain
article”.
Advertising on the Aamulehti’s website was considered most unnoticeable among
both the 45+ and the 60+ participants, who didn’t remember seeing many adverts
on the site.
The final objective of the first part of the interview was to collect thoughts and
opinions about mobile advertising. All of the participants used mobile phones, and
half of them also used mobile Internet at least sometimes.
Mobile advertising was mainly perceived as text messages, and this was the case
also in the 20+ group. All of them were familiar with the concept, and had
received text adverts to their mobile phones. The receiver’s approval, targeting
and conciseness were considered as the most important characteristics of a
favourable SMS advert:
“These messages should be really concise so that they’d be read (… ) that way
that you’d only need a glimpse. The long ones you don’t even look at”.
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When asked what services or products would be the preferable choices for mobile
advertising, the interviewees mentioned events and movies:
“Maybe that sort of reminders about gigs… like who is playing when and where”.
One interviewee had received an ad through/via Bluetooth from a pub, when
walking by:
“It was funny, even though I did not go there (…) it was pretty surprising but it
was also pretty funny, and it didn’t bother me because it was such a clever trick”.
The frequency of the messages was a discussed topic with the 25+ group.
Although interviewees saw some potential in SMS-advertising, they did not want
to receive the messages too often. The practice of sending adverts by SMS and by
mail was also criticized:
“I once placed an order to one net shop (…) and after that they have been sending
me text messages (… ) I was appalled, how dare they! And they keep on coming
quite often, and they send me leaflets also!”
Interestingly, the same interviewee had not cancelled the SMS-advertising, even
though it can be done quite easily:
“One can wonder, why I haven’t done it (cancelling)… maybe you are just
somehow waiting (for a good offering). In my case I have to need it (the
advertised product), and it has to be cheap. Cheap enough.”
When asked about the suitable use of mobile advertising, time-limited service and
product offers in overall were considered as potential winners. Food was the only
product category that was specifically mentioned.
The 45+ and 60+ participants were also somewhat familiar with the mobile
advertising via SMS. It was seen crucial that the receiver of the commercial
messages had the ability to gain control over the advertising he/she receives by
giving permission to a provider for sending these adverts:
“I receive adverts from three different service providers that I’ve allowed to send
me advertising on mobile phone”.
Location based advertising was perceived as a reasonable feature on both age
groups.
“I also think it’s important that the provider is located near to you, I’m not willing
to travel a long way to buy the product in question”.
The compactness of the message was important:
“It should enable that by making a quick glance you’d get the picture what it’s
about”.
Reasonable products mentioned that could benefit the most out of a mobile
marketing were different kinds of fresh and seasonal products that would require a
instant decision to buy:
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“The kinds that require a quick decision to buy the product… something that is
available on that given moment… I don’t’think that discount sales that go on for
many days would be suitable”.
4.1.6

Scenario feedback
The participants comprehended the ideas of scenarios easily, which would suggest
that the scenarios were somewhat close to existing modes of media consumption.
In general, participants were sceptical about the functionality of the presented
concepts, with an exception in scenario 2 (theatre tickets). Social media was not
seen as a good platform for advertisement, personal need was emphasized in
every scenario, and the usability issues in mobile advertising were impugned.
Younger groups were stricter in their opinions, while the 45+ and the 60+
participants more often pointed out also the advertiser’s point of view.
Baby Trolleys
Among the 20+ group, the idea of sharing an advert through social media was
considered as ordinary, almost part of everyday life already:
“(…) this is sort of the way it goes”.
All of the interviewees were Facebook users, and the concept of content linking
and sharing among friends was familiar. Seeing adverts in one’s newsfeed was not
considered disturbing, at least if the frequency of them would be reasonable. The
fact that the ads were placed by someone they knew was important:
“If they (adverts) would spring up there (to my page) just from out of nowhere, it
would be disturbing”.
The interviewees thought that the efficiency of the advertising was dependent on
their need:
“I take a notice in such adverts if I have a need (for such product or service)”.
The 25+ group had less positive attitudes towards advert sharing in social media.
Two of the interviewees said that they could consider sharing after they would
have acquired the item or service themselves, but not before. Sharing commercial
content was also referred to spamming, because spreading the link to a whole
community was not considered as personal recommendation:
“It does not come out in here that your friend is thinking about you with this
(sharing)… she just puts it to everybody”.
Personality was important, as one interviewee emphasized:
“I think there is some idea in this, but the key matter is, how personal this
(advertising) is… if it is just for you, then you would not receive so many of them
(and the adverts would be considered more interesting)”.
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One interviewee had even asked his friend to notify him through a text message,
whenever she sees a good deal in children’s clothes.
In the 45+ group sharing adverts in social media was mainly seen as efficient way
of informing friends about sales and discounts. The interviewees stated that the
frequency of receiving adverts should be moderate as the overflow of the
marketing messages was perceived disturbing:
“Well the process of sharing information has been made very easy, you’ll only
need to make one click”; “it could be possible that I’d share an advert to my
friends on social media this way”.
Possibility of aiming adverts to a certain groups of people was perceived as a
positive feature:
“The shared information has already been filtered once you receive it as a person
sharing (a certain advert) has already considered that his/her friends might be
interested in these kinds of items”.
Even among the 60+ participants the concept of (advert) sharing was quite
familiar already, but was not considered as “direct contact”, which they preferred:
“I guess this is the way it is already carried out especially on Facebook”
“It would be more convenient to make a phone call… I guess that younger people
use (sharing on social media) more often”.
The ability to control the adverts one receives and successful targeting were seen
as crucial features for preventing the advertising becoming disturbing:
“You ought to be able to control whether you want to receive any adverts or not…
there should be some kind of a filter for certain kinds of adverts for example if you
don’t have a need for the baby related items (you should be able to block them)”.
In order to have an affect on one’s decision of buying a product the service
provider ought to be located near. Also the information about the availability of
the items was required to be announced on the original advert:
“I’m not willing to go a long way (to the service provider)…it should be located
somewhere near or then you ought to be able to contact the provider for further
information about the availability (of the item)”
Theatre Tickets
Buying tickets through the Internet was familiar to the 20+ group, and the theatre
ticket scenario inspired positive feedback. The group thought that the most
important positive feature in the scenario was the swiftness and easiness of the
process:
“In general I buy most of the tickets through the Internet (…) that is the easy way
(…) I think (this is) pretty working system”.
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The chance to buy the tickets immediately was more important than the discount
itself to one interviewee:
“The most important thing is, that you can order it straight away (… ) not the
offering itself”.
However, the reliability of the buying process roused suspicions. Transactions
made through the online services of known ticket selling offices or big media
brands were considered trustworthy enough.
“That (the service) would have to look pretty legitimate, before I would buy
anything”.
The scenario was considered likeable also in the 25+ group. The first comment
was
“I could use such thing (… ) I could make a reservation or buy them straight away
from there”.
The idea itself was not considered as very freshly minted, but at the same time it
was perceived as easily adoptable and feasible. One interviewee thought that the
concept would work also as straight mobile adverts:
“One could think that this could be sent straight to one’s phone (…) for those,
who visit theatres in general”.
One advanced mobile user presented the idea of grouping local adverts for mobile
users:
“There could be suitable restaurants, if I am in a new place (for dinner before or
after the show)”.
When it came to online paying, (Finnish) banks were referred as trusted services,
and unknown third-party services were considered as impediments:
“If I am linked to a totally strange place, it is for sure that I won’t pay”.
When asked for what products or services this kind of scenario (time limited offer
and instant payment) would be suitable for, various tickets (for theatre, concerts,
movies or travelling) were mentioned first. Dishes and children’s clothes were
also mentioned; buying clothes for oneself would require fitting. With other
products, the existing need and familiarity were ascribed as mandatory attributes
for buying, especially with bigger investments.
The 45+ and the 60+ groups had very similar thoughts about the scenario. Both
groups perceived the scenario as a pleasant example. As in the previous groups,
the active and voluntary role of the consumer gained positive feedback, as well as
the easiness and the transparency of the process.
“this kind of scenario feels much more pleasant as here’s no spamming
included”; “I’d rate this scenario with full ten points… it’s easy to make a
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spontaneous decisions for example about going to cinema and you’d receive the
ticket right away”.
The idea was already familiar to certain extent and some of the interviewees had
already used similar applications to buy travelling tickets:
“I’ve bought travelling tickets via mobile phone in Helsinki and you are able to
see the ticket straight from your mobile phone’s display… there’s no need for
additional documents”.
Suitable products mentioned for this kind of marketing were travelling tickets and
entrance tickets to different kinds of event. The participants saw it convenient to
be able to receive a ticket on one’s mobile phone right away. Banks were
mentioned as the most trustworthy service providers for organising the online
payment. Other third-parties mentioned were a local newspaper (Aamulehti) and
the mobile phone operator:
“Web service of a bank would be the most convenient way to arrange the
paying…also the possibility to have the payment added to one’s telephone bill
could work well”.
An index including lists of local service providers was seen as a more convenient
way to present the adverts because spotting out the adverts from some other
random websites was seen difficult:
“There should be some kind of a service that would present the real time
information about the availability (of the tickets) of every theatre in Tampere…
otherwise one needs to go through many different websites in order to get the
picture”.
Antique Shop
As accustomed Facebook and YouTube users, the 20+ group understood easily
the concept of interaction through public commenting. Comments from other
users were thought to possibly increase the credibility of the advert, but the
advertiser’s comments about the price were not trusted:
“The possibility to comment (the ad) is that the users can create the reliability
there (… ) the seller’s answers about the price policy are completely trifling to
me”.
The authenticity of the comments was important, but the need of moderation was
also brought up due to possible spamming or “other crap”. The advertiser himself
was not seen as a trustworthy moderator:
“(the process of) how those are cut out from there (… ) should be in the hands of
an objective outsider”.
Despite the general suspiciousness towards the advertiser as a commentator, the
20+ group saw also some positive sides:
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“From the product presentation view, this commenting is good” and “it’s good if
you have something to ask about the product itself”.
The interviewees also referred many times to third-party services when finding
information about certain services or products; all of them had also used such
services. These sites and forums were found through Google:
“It (the estimation whether something is worth the price or not) usually starts
from some review-site”..
The 25+ participants were even more pessimistic about the scenario, also from the
seller’s point of view: the need of frequent following and the risk of inappropriate
messages were considered more as a burden than a useful tool for increasing sales.
One interviewee said that she would not like her messages to be shown publicly,
even if they were anonymous:
“I would not like the publicity (…) even though it would be anonymous. I would
like it to be rather so, that everybody could not see what I have asked”.
One interviewee was also suspicious whether it would be wise at all to advertise
antique publicly:
“The idea (of collecting) is that you have more (valuable stuff) than others (…) if
you can check it from the Internet, you can be certain that all the cream has been
taken (when you get there), and you are left with the rubbish”.
Same interviewee found it absurd to comment any advert:
“I am so not going to comment an advert!”
The idea of real-time public commenting provoked controversial opinions among
the 45+ participants. Commenting was seen progressive and innovative way of
receiving additional information about the product or service real-time, but the
real world implementation of such method roused suspicions. The resources of the
entrepreneur were questioned:
“It makes the customer service more challenging if you are also required to be
online at the same time answering other questions”.
Participants also contemplated the demands that technical interface could posit on
the sellers. The user interface should be easily absorbable and easy to use:
“The seller should then know how to use that system; other vice it would only
cause extra fuzz”.
Another negative aspect mentioned was that a public commenting enables
denigrating of competitor’s products and services. As a solution one participant
brought up an idea of having some kind of moderator filtering the posted
messages before they would be published.
The 60+ participants would rather contact the seller by making a phone call. Also
privacy issues were brought up into the focus of conversation. Participants agreed
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that if they would make a comment on Internet announcement they’d prefer a
private comment instead of a public one:
“I wouldn’t feel comfortable in sharing other people the fact that I’m interested in
certain product… and also in case of a personal questions, I wouldn’t want that
other people could read my question”.
One participant quoted that if she was after specific information about some
product she would rather use other sources to get the information. The additional
value of public is emphasized when it comes to marketing services instead of
products or in cases of selling second-hand products.
City Event
The scenario cut both ways among the 20+ group: the scenario was greeted as a
great idea, but the current usability defects with mobile devices and mobile
internet were seen as barriers for the current usage of such service:
“As an idea this is really good, but when I think it in practice… I would never go
along with this”.
All of the interviewees had some negative experiences or estimations about the
use of Internet services through mobile phones. They did not see mobile internet
as a good advertising medium and one interviewee found it impossible that he
would even read a newspaper through a mobile (like it was presented in the
scenario):
“It (the screen) is so tiny (… ) it (the connection) is so slow”
“I would never read the daily paper with a cell phone, it is so obnoxious”.
Despite the present problems, all of the interviewees believed in the future of
location based services and local mobile advertising. The evolution of technology
and the reduction of prices will inevitably raise the attractiveness:
“I believe, that that sort of thing will be used (in the future), especially the costfree sides (of the services)”; “They should reduce the connection price to make
me interested”.
The opinions in the 25+ group were quite similar to the 20+ group. Smoothness
and ease of use were seen as crucial characteristics for the diffusion of this sort of
like advertising. One interviewee was already an experienced user of locationbased mobile applications, while the other ones were slower adopters:
“I have not used mobile internet, mostly because I do not know what it costs and
how it works”; “I belong to those, who first consider (the use of new technology
or service) for a long time, and then might try”.
Despite the fact that some interviewees were not very keen in using the described
service themselves, all thought that there was potential in the scenario.
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Current usability and use experience flaws were the number one concern also
among the 45+ and 60+ participants. Smooth interplay between the device (user
interface, application software and connection) and the user was seen as crucial:
“The older you get a bigger display you need so that you are able to see
anything… other vice I don’t find this idea bad at all”; “I wouldn’t be able to
reach this kind of service via my mobile phone… it demands much better device”.
45+ participants were welcoming towards the idea that a community could have
its own online channel for upcoming events, and that these announcements could
be received (also) via mobile device:
“Many times it happens that I miss the city events… but if there’d be a channel
specialized on these kinds of announcements I’d like that a lot”; “It’d be nice to
receive an announcement a day before”.
Ability to be in control over the information one would receive was listed as an
important feature:
“(There is a risk of) information overload… there’s so much information all
around us so that one should be able to decide her/himself when they want to
receive new information”.
On the group of the 60+ interviewees the scenario roused questions about defining
target audiences to different kinds of announcements. It was seen significant that
announcements would be aimed to groups of people who have given a prior
approval to service provider:
“There should be applied some kind of target group approval or something that
would prevent just everyone receiving those announcements… like you could
decide whether you want to have these kind of messages or not”.
On the other hand a possible misuse of such a database including user preferences
concerned the participants and raised questions of information security into the
focus:
“If there would be a database of users preferences advertisers could take
advantage of it on marketing their own products… who would be the
administrator of such database… outsiders should not gain access”.
4.1.7

Conclusions
According to the focus group participants social media was practically used as a
synonym for Facebook, while the other popular service such as YouTube was not
referred as social media services. Mobile advertising was perceived as SMS
advertising mainly because the users/participants did not have advanced smart
phones in use.
Advertising in social media was considered quite inefficient especially among the
heavy users of social media. Implementing the techniques used in social media
applications to online advertisements (e.g. commenting, sharing or “liking”) were
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seen profitable in some cases. Especially items or services that were in general
perceived as positive (e.g. trips, movies, events) were thought to be worth of
sharing. The most profound fact was that publishing in social media was not
considered as personal while personality was seen as the key issue in successful
social advertising. Especially for younger people in this research, social media
seems to be more of an image building tool than a sharing tool. In this sense the
participants’opinions about advertising were contradictory or at least ambiguous:
On the other hand they valued ad-free social media, were reluctant in giving in
personal information and were worried about breaches in their privacy, and yet
they wished better targeting and true personality from the advertisements.
Cultural services were brought up in a positive light throughout the interviews,
and the time-based advertising scenario that included theatre tickets received the
best reviews. Public services were also seen as generally favourable subjects for
advertising. Otherwise, existing need was emphasized in addition to the price and
quality of the product or service. Regardless of the advertising channel, consumer
wants to perceive himself as a buyer who only changes his rational behaviour on
behalf of culture. While this might be a caricature, in the online advertising world
the consumer has more chances to be that rational buyer. From this point of view,
it is not relevant whether the online advertisement is perceived through social
media, mobile device or news portal.
The participants understood the entrepreneur’s need for sending commercial
messages. However the intermediary’s need to publish these messages was not
regarded with compassion. The younger (20+ and 25+) groups had more negative
attitudes towards the online advertising in general than the older two, although
differences in viewpoints between age groups were not substantial in overall.
Participants found it somewhat difficult to vision who should especially use the
instant advertising methods. The companies which came up in discussions were
those that already are doing online business and online advertising. It was clearly
visible again that it was more important what was advertised than how. The 60+
group brought up services related closely to personal well-being, while the event
advertising was the most mentioned target in other groups. Participants with
families also brought up groceries as a suitable example for instant or location
based advertising.
The essential elements for instant advertisement were price, vendor and picture. It
was important to interviewees that the advertisement was based on a current
situation, i.e. advertising something that was already sold out was considered as
cheating.
The participants were slightly positive towards the idea of self-created advertising
profile; however the feasibility and functioning of such a service as well as the
privacy issues were called into question. The participants in all groups were aware
of the fact that advertising is already fairly targeted: the biggest motive for
creating a profile was to get rid of unwanted advertising.
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On-line community users and advertising, questionnaire survey
Joel Hakulinen, Antti Väätänen & Minna Kulju

4.2.1

Context based on-line advertisements in the future
Traditional advertisements are visible for everyone regardless of the target group.
By using the context based information there are different ways to offer ads for
the target audience. There is the possibility to select which ad is currently visible
and to whom for example based on the local weather information and the personal
interest profile of the user.
There are people who don’t like to receive any kind of ads so they have put “no
ads”-sticker on their door to forbid paper advertisements. Similar actions can be
done in the Internet while users can use ad-blocker which removes all ads from
the webpage. Many of the Muropaketti forum participants, who responded to the
survey, used these ad-removal tools in their web browsers. One comment explains
the reasons for using the blocker for ads:
“I use the blocker for advertisements. Location based advertising is the only
meaningful ad because it’s nicer to see Finnish fast loan ads than Chinese.”
Among suggested context related pieces of information (location, weather, time of
the day, season, ongoing event) the location based information was ranked to be
most important to be used in the future on-line advertisements (Figure 18). The
Muropaketti users ranked it higher (average 3,49, scale from 1-5) than Kaksplus
and Ellit users (3,85 and 3,54).
”Use of location information is a good start but I think it would be great to make
a real profitable advertisement. For example when you surf in the web on
Saturday evening you could get advertisements from offers and events in local
bars and nigh clubs in Tampere. Now I feel that something like “bad weather ->
travel agency advertisements” –ads are not personally importat enough.”
Information of ongoing event was rated as the second best option. Kaksplus users
rated it first with average score 3,87 whilst in Muropaketti it got 3,42 and in Ellit
3,46. Most likely in the near future the advertisements about ongoing or upcoming
local events are welcomed.
Season information got high scores from all forums. Especially season sales might
be found interesting. Weather and time of the day were not seen as important
options among the respondents. In fact, the time of the day got worst scores from
all forums (Muropaketti 2,61, Kaksplus 3,15, Ellit 2,92). The importance of the
weather information might be low because it is covered by different media already
so well.
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Figure 18 What attributes could be used in future advertisements (first bar is from
Muropaketti, second from Kaksplus and third from Ellit)

4.2.2

Acceptance of location based services
The user acceptance of services is a critical factor when new services are
launched. The privacy has been an important issue in on-line communities and
with the location based services especially. Location based information is
perceived to be very private and usually users are not very interested in to share it
with others than with close friends and family members occasionally.
However, the users were quite interested in location based ads but they were not
quite ready to receive them to their mobile phones (Figure 19). Coffee shop offers
and groceries were used as an example of location based ads. According to the
respondents these kind of ads are quite suitable to be location based; coffee shop
example got average score 3,55 (Muropaketti 3,30, Kaksplus 3,74, Ellit 3,62) and
grocery store offerings got also good scores, the average 3,58 (Muropaketti 3,19,
Kaksplus 3,71, Ellit 3,83).
Location based services interest respondents, but users are still quite suspicious
towards them. Most likely, users are more acceptable if the choice to allow the
location based information whenever the user likes is completely left for the user.
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Figure 19 Acceptance of location based services (first bar is from Muropaketti,
second from Kaksplus and third Ellit)

4.2.3

Acceptance and sharing offers in the mobile phone
Sharing data and any information has become easy with social media services.
There are many different applications to share everyday actions automatically
with the mobile phone. Sharing information is made so easy that people can
accidentally share more than they want. In addition, the users want to have a
control over what they receive in social media services.
“Getting advertisements in the Internet and mobile phones should be voluntary.
Like you can deny receiving regular ads with a note on your door.
Advertisements disturb, annoy and are on the way when you like use the services
itself (with the TV screen it is ok because you can use the advertisement breaks
for yourself and movies without ads are even are better when you don’t get any
interruptions).”
The users rated mobile phone to be a proper device to receive customer offers but
only with score bit over 3 (Muropaketti 3,11, Kaksplus 3,39, Ellit 3,08). If the
mobile phone would be used for receiving offers it should be really easy to scan
trough them or at least turn the receiving off when ever user wants. Even though
users did not rate mobile phone as a really good device for receiving offers they
still would use this kind of service (Muropaketti 2,91, Kaksplus 3,49 and Ellit
3,31).
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When asked about sharing ads for others in the forum the responses were mixed.
Kaksplus forum users could share advertisements with email (3,07) and social
media (2,95) while Muropaketti’s users did not think they would share ads very
much (2,05 email, 2,05 social media). Ellit users were on the opinion (2,23 email,
2,38 social media) with Muropaketti users.
Also receiving offers through email got similar responses. Kaksplus users would
somehow receive offers (3,48) while Muropaketti (2,32) and Ellit (2,92) users did
not prefer receiving offers.
4.2.4

Rewarding in online communities
Rewarding in the on-line communities is a controversial issue. The participants
feedback to top10 list of the most active forum members shows that there could be
these kinds of lists but what to do with these is difficult for participants to say.
Muropaketti users were more or less sceptical that top 10 lists would activate
discussion in the forum. However, Kaksplus and Ellit users believed that this
might happen (Muropaketti 2,63, Kaksplus 3,36, Ellit 3,62).
In the scenario an electronic discount coupon was suggested to be one way to
reward users and it got quite good score from the users of Kaksplus (3,60) as
Muropaketti and Ellit users gave lower scores (2,74 and 2,77).
When users were asked about rewarding based on these top10 lists and whether it
there would be some kind of cheating the Muropaketti users agreed with this
statement mostly (score 4,41) but also Kaksplus and Ellit users shared this
opinion (scores 4,02 and 3,77).
Almost in all the comments were it was mentioned that the amount of posts in a
forum is not same than quality. So rewarding based on the number of comments is
not the right way. Also respondents saw that rewarding of active members is not
actually suitable in the on-line communities (Muropaketti 4,03, Kaksplus 3,95,
Ellit 3,38).
“In Internet amount is not the same than quality. The rating could be based on
thumbs up –clicking where users categorize messages or users activity based on
the benefit. One option could be also sponsored theme topics where the best
answer would be rewarded. Those who are interested could take part and others
can skip the topic.”
”Rewarding the most active writers in the forum would lead to flooding of useless
messages so they could generate the amount of messages. In the conversations
quality is the factor not the amount.”

4.2.5

Advertising methods in online communities
What would be the best methods for advertising in the on-line communities? Not
surpringly, competitions were ranked as best method (Figure 20). It got 195 votes
(Muropaketti 121, Kaksplus 63, Ellit 11). Also polling was ranked as a good way
by all respondents. Basic advertisement banners were in the third place. The
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location and time based advertisements were liked more by users of Muropaketti
than Kaksplus and Ellit users.
Rewarding based activity was ranked nearly to the last liked advertising method.
Also games and advertisements based on conversation topics or appearance of
words were not ranked to be very good advertising methods in the online
communities.
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Figure 20 Advertisement methods

4.2.6

Location based ads in mobile phones
If the location would be used generally in the advertisements it still would be
important to know what products or services should be advertised in the mobile
phones. Also whether the users would like to receive any ads to their mobile
phones is important information.
Survey revealed (Figure 21) that nearly a half of the respondents were against of
receiving ads into their mobile phones; 150 out of 317 would not like to get ads to
their mobiles. The other half rated different kinds of location based ads that they
would like to get.
Ads from restaurants and coffee shops won with votes of 124 and events followed
right behind with 123 votes. Near by grocery store ads gathered also high votes of
115. Services got about 33% votes (76). Sports events and places got only 36
votes.
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Figure 21 Location based advertisements in the mobile phones

4.3
4.3.1

Instant advertising pilot with small enterprises
Usability of Deal Flow service
The small enterprises participating to advertising pilot were using Deal Flow
advertising too in order to make the ads by themselves. During three weeks lasting
pilot the companies made altogether 20 ads, approximately three ads per
company.
There were some minor problems while taking the Deal Flow service into use (i.e.
problems with browser) but once the service was used it was judged to be easy,
simple and fast enough to use. In the figure below (Figure 22) there is shown how
participants judged the usability of the service.
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Figure 22 Usability of the Deal Flow service

Even though the Deal Flow was easy to use there were some features that
confused participants. In the service there was used term “luo uusi viesti”(create
new message) while participants were looking for “luo uusi mainos”(create new
ad) since their intention was to made ads with the service. Some parts of using the
service were experienced to be quite similar with Facebook and this kind of
similarity made it easier to use service.
Interesting finding was that many of the participants did not make a new ad but
rather they used the old ad as a basis for new ad and modified it. Participants also
expected that since the ad was modified/updated it would also rise to the top in the
banner in aamulehti.fi page. But this was not the case since only newly made ads
pop to the banner and due to the limited size only six newest ads were shown in
the banner.
4.3.2

Sharing and commenting ads and like information
Readers had possibility to share ads through social media services (Facebook and
Twitter). Companies were asked whether they liked the idea of sharing ads and all
of them said that by sharing the ad it would gain more visibility (Figure 23). Also
sharing was seen as basic feature in this kind of advertising. Some of the
companies had themselves shared the ad through company’s Facebook-page.
Commenting the ads was not possible during the pilot, but companies were asked
whether they would like if readers can comment the ads. Some of them thought
that commenting would require extra work while companies have to moderate the
comments but they also thought that commenting would be interesting option to
see how readers would comment the ads.
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However, readers were able to indicate that they liked the ad with pressing ‘like’
button on the ad screen. Information on whether readers like the ads was also seen
as positive feature even though some participants said that like information does
not indicate that the reader that has liked the ad is also a potential customer.
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Figure 23 Sharing and commenting ads and “like this ad” information

4.3.3

Usefulness of the service for companies
All of the participants agreed that having this kind of tool for instant and on-line
advertising is very good idea. Advertising with this kind of tool in media on-line
portal was experienced to be much smoother than advertising in news paper.
Participants were asked whether they feel the service useful for their company
(Figure 24). Most of the participants answered that they do not know about the
usefulness of the service. This might be because they did not have any tools to get
information how readers have noticed and selected their ad from the banner. Also
none of their customers had commented their ads directly to entrepreneurs
themselves. Still most of the participants felt that service is proper tool to
advertise their companies’products.
“Hyvät Kaupat Nyt”–banner in aamulehti.fi page was perceived to be not as
visible as it could be. The banner was placed to the middle of other ads that were
colourful including moving text and images. Participants wished that also the
“Hyvät Kaupat Nyt”-banner could be more colourful and include images. That
would make it easier to notice by readers. Also companies’own ads visibility in
the Hyvät Kaupat Nyt”-banner was highlighted since only six newest ads fits to
the banner.
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The piloted service was experienced to complete well other channels and media
that companies are using for advertising their products.
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Figure 24 Usefulness of the service

Participant companies’attitudes towards advertising in social media seemed to
have changed during those four months from the preceding interviews in June
2010 to these new interviews in October 2010. Three of the companies had put
more action and resources in opening their own Facebook accounts. They wanted
to take control over their own Facebook profiles which were earlier maintained by
their “fans”. They also had linked their Facebook profile to their home sites. Same
time they insert the “Hyvät kaupat nyt”ads to their Facebook profile status
updates. It seemed that all interviewed companies had woken up to think about
their marketing and advertising strategies in more compact and integrated way,
where social media and new media tools like “hyvät kaupat nyt”have important
role.
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4.3.4

Recommending for others and readiness to pay for using the
service
Most of the participants were ready to pay for using the service but only if the
price is reasonable and the service is useful for their company (Figure 25). There
were different suggestions how the billing of the service usage can be done. Some
of the participants suggested that the billing should be related to amount of cliques
that readers do (e.g. 0.10€/clique). Some of the participants suggested that the
billing should be based on how long the ad is visible in the banner (e.g. 20€/ad
and ensuring 2 weeks visibility in the banner).
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Figure 25 Readiness to pay and recommend the service for others

5

Changes in marketing and business practice boosted by
social media
Mari Ainasoja
Marketing in social media is seen as a part of wider change in marketing practice
resulting from digitalization. Overall, the interviewed experts do not consider
concept “social media”to represent the essence of the phenomenon in the right
way. People have recommended products and shared experiences about service
before digital platforms which have only made it quicker and easier than before. It
is not about media or one format, but about social interaction and taking it into
account in business.
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Some interviewees go even further and are more sceptical towards the hype and
actual changes in marketing driven by social media.
“I think the line between digital marketing and so called social media marketing
is artificial and unnecessary… This field is changing all the time and this social
media is getting ridiculous amounts of attention and hype at the moment. Real
business impacts are limited. There are some good cases but they are exceptions.”
In spite of the excessive hype, our research and interviews point out many
changes in planning, producing and organizing marketing communications. These
changes, which have been accelerated by social media even though theyse
changes cannot be solely attributed to social media.
Organization of social media marketing is yet unclear. In social media field, many
actors are providing similar services for companies, and the traditional role
balance between companies’own marketing departments, media, advertising,
digital and even communication agencies is challenged. In some companies, the
messaging in social media is organized inside the company, while in other
companies this is currently outsourced. People responsible for social media can be
found from marketing department as well as from communications or customer
service departments.
Actually, the planning of the whole process and actor roles forms currently a focal
part of social media planning in many company projects. This makes planning
marketing in social media more time consuming than in traditional channels.
There are for example existing planning tools for newspaper campaigns but social
media calls for much more work from scratch.
“Now, when we decide to make a campaign in social media, we have to think
through the process from the scratch and plan who does what and where. And for
many companies, it’s still unclear.”

5.1
media

Implementing and organizing marketing in social

5.1.1

Challenges for “push”?

In one of our imaginary scenarios, we wanted to provoke discussion about the
effects of social media on consumer culture and we claimed that social media will
facilitate a drastic rise of consumption criticism. Most of the respondents do not
agree with this idea, but they do believe that consumer attitudes towards
traditional mass advertising will become more negative, though it will not
disappear completely. Consumers also have more opportunities to skip or block
advertisements for example with blocking software online. Especially more
digitally oriented respondents are critical towards the success of traditional, oneway, “push”advertising in the future.
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“For example TV-spots are dead. They should be banned by law. This type of
advertising lives only because advertising agencies and customers live in
symbiosis and do cool things only in order to win cool prizes and look good in
their organizations”
All interviewees describe changes in advertising and company actions: actually
marketing in social media is often something else than advertising in traditional
sense.
One of the most obvious effects of social media in marketing is the real time or
fast spreading of phenomena, campaigns and comments. Like one respondent
commented our scenarios about direct customer contacts:
“The biggest benefit is not only the direct contact to customer per se, instead the
biggest benefit is that through that one contact you get a chance to affect many
people.”
This has also made possible to utilize in marketing a phenomenon one interviewee
called “reverse crowdsourcing”: companies can follow up and sponsor things,
like YouTube videos, that have gained buzz and publicity through social media.
This benefit can also be a challenge. Consumers are getting used to speak their
minds on company issues because in social media it is easy. Consequently, both
positive and negative commenting has increased and spreading out quicker
through social media. On a more aggregate level, this is considered to increase
consumer awareness of company responsibility and requirements for honesty.
Social media has strengthened the trend that it’s not possible anymore to “make
the product better than it is”or ”paint things on top of mediocre products”with
advertising.
Interviewees describe that not only social media but digital marketing as a wider
phenomenon will emphasize marketing through services. One interviewee
illustrates this change with a concrete example:
“I believe that future marketing is more about being close to the skin. This can be
done for example through services relevant to business. For example public
transport company could provide a mobile application about weather with which
you could check the probability for rain. You would see their brand every day
before you leave home and you would perceive it useful.”
Additionally, in social media the company should earn their place with other
content than marketing communications before their marketing is accepted.
Interviewees conclude that it is not a bad thing to act like a commercial actor in
social media if you are one. It is the most important thing to be honest and
transparent, and produce interesting content that will help customers to boost their
social capital for example by being first to share this interesting thing.
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“You have to go there and really participate conversations. Start by listening and
then producing interesting content from the own professional point of view. Little
by little you become interesting and get a foothold there. And after that you can
also market your product there.”
“Thumb rule for our customers is that 75 per cent of content should be fun, useful,
entertaining, something else than commercial. And then the rest 25 per cent can
be purely commercial.”
Social media is also seen as a part of a wider trend of bringing content and
commercial messages to spots where people already are spending their time
instead of channelling visitors to separate campaign pages. This can be done also
in more traditional channels, for example with functional banners, but it can be
applied also with active social media presence.
5.1.2

Companies have to do it themselves

There was one thing that all interviewed experts agreed on: social media can not
be outsourced fully in the future. Practices are diverse at the moment, but
respondents consider unanimously, that in the future, companies are going to take
more responsibility of social media and handle more things by themselves in
social media, even though they will still need some consulting from outside. This
is described to better suit to basic characters of social media like reactivity and
authenticity. For example in daily discussions and answering, outsourcing is
considered to be too slow and inflexible.
“The strength of social media is that it’s a bit homespun and self-made, it’s not
purely professional. The worry is that this authenticity might get lost if someone is
handling it from outside”
“If you have someone who specializes in updating Facebook and who has no
contact to daily work or business, it doesn’t work… It’s like outsourcing your core
business.”
“Somehow I feel that it should be written in company DNA”
“It’s an essential part of interaction between company and customers, part of that
customer interface”
Similarly, direct contact is also needed to benefit from direct feedback in
development: it is difficult for outside consultant to forward development ideas to
right persons inside company and motivate company to really do the changes.
Especially in larger companies, it is anticipated that there will be employees
specializing in coordinating different roles of social media, ensuring continuous
presence in social media and facilitating interaction. However, this re-organization
is anticipated to be challenging for many companies which have concentrated on
streamlining customer service to be as cost efficient as possible. This is how one
respondent describes the reactions he gets from customers:
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“But when you explain this to your customers, they answer that yes we understand
but we don’t have anyone to do this. And recruitment is so difficult and we have
this customer service and call centre outsourced to India or Kuopio and it has
been streamlined to be as cost effective as possible. We cannot recruit for this.”

5.1.3

Continuity in planning and budgeting

Social media as well as other digital marketing, requires continuous presence
alongside campaign bursts. Consequently, social media has emphasized a need to
long-term planning alongside traditional campaign-based planning in marketing
communications.
”It’s more like serving customers and being present in many places. And 24/7.”
“The campaign-type doing in a few months cycles is old fashioned. We should
think that all we do is service in beta stage for our customers”
This is a challenge also for scheduling, budgeting and marketing related contracts.
Respondents envision that companies will have two parallel marketing budgets in
the future: one for campaigns and one for continuous visibility. The respondents
hope that the focus will move from project orders to continuous cooperation
agreements.
”In many companies, I would build on two separate budgets: one for continuous
marketing efforts and one for campaigns. And then I would take our customer
service and communications and their budgets and practices and I would combine
this continuous marketing in a new way.”
However, this is an on going change and most of the work is still organized
traditionally around campaign thinking.

5.2

Social media as a driver of integration

The one theme summing up many challenges of organizing social media
marketing is its integrative nature (Figure 26). In the responses of experts,
marketing in social media is in many ways appearing as an integrator. This is in
accord with the broader idea of digital convergence presented in earlier research.
In order to succeed in social media, different actors, company functions and parts
of marketing communication have to co-operate more closely than in traditional,
campaign based advertising. Integration and cooperation seem to be both
requirements and consequences of successful social media marketing.
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Figure 26 Social media as an integrator

5.2.1

Integrating company functions

Social media marketing is not actually marketing in the traditional sense. Instead,
different respondents clearly agree that it combines many goals and functions, and
requires real changes in organizational structures and practices. Social media can
be beneficial to product development, customer service, communications and
marketing alike. Like one respondent describes the challenge:
“The bigger challenge is if companies can organize themselves in a way that
enables them to take advantage of different possibilities provided by social media,
possibilities that are not limited to marketing. And by being something else than
marketing, they are maybe better marketing than the actual marketing in social
media.”
”Social media is like a matrix. It cannot be delegated only to digital marketing
manager, but every function should interpret what it means for them.
”In order to utilize social media, it should include many functions from
advertiser. And bigger the firm, longer away from each other these departments
typically are, both mentally and physically. And they have different goals and
different incentives. It’s surprisingly difficult to make this puzzle work as a
whole.”
It is emphasized that social media should be planted into company culture and
integrated into normal, daily business.
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“It is not about media, but about wider organization of social practices: How to
develop business culture which is based on social interaction and which nurtures
crowdsourcing as normal development process and two-way communication as
normal marketing?”
“Jumping into social media is not about buying a campaign; it is clearly about
changing practices.”
The question is not only about overall company culture but also about individual
employee identities. Interactive role becomes central for many employees in
different hierarchical levels. There does not exist consistent practices about digital
identities yet: how much you will comment with your personal profile and how
much with some company profile. Some respondents refer also to growing
importance of individuals in brand building.
“It would be important to have people representing company from different
angles and hierarchical levels. That it would give multifaceted picture of this
company. And there is a long way to go to this kind of ideal situation.”
Alongside this requirement for integration, part of the interviewed experts sees the
increasing role and possibly also power of customer service in companies through
social media. This can cause challenges for example to some companies which
have outsourced their customer services abroad.
“Many companies have existing customer service function, which is probably the
most natural home for daily handling of social media. Because the same
conversation happens through other service channels like help desk -phone or
other customer feedback channels.”
One promising approach is utilizing social media in customer relationship
management and integrating it more closely to other contact points with
customers.
“It would be damn nice if you would get input from social media to your CRMsystem, for example information about who is your fan and what has he or she
done there.”
5.2.2

Integrating media and message parts

This is how one respondent described the role of social media, when we wanted to
know the share of social media compared to other communication channels in the
future:
“I see social media as thin strings that bind things together like a ball. It is not a
separate sector somewhere. Social media can be the linkage that holds the entity,
360 degrees together.”
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The essence of social media from the marketing point of view, namely interaction,
commenting, sharing and recommending, will affect all marketing
communications in all channels. Social media is tightly connected to other forms
of marketing.
“If we think for example of Facebook campaign, it combines all brand marketing
in practice. For example TV campaign produces a big peak in commenting and
sharing at the same time. Or you can have a Facebook address in your print ad.
An you should know and coordinate all these aspects.”
Social media has directed interest towards customer or consumer involvement and
social aspects in all communication, also those advertising campaigns using more
traditional channels.
“We are thinking more about the role of people in campaigns. How can we create
something that people want to share? It’s not only about brand marketing in
different media but more about activating and involving people around the
brand.”
Viral effects, WOM, recommendations, customer participation have become
business as usual. Social media is also becoming one integral part of other
interaction; it is no longer seen as a separate kind of sociality. For example, two
different interviewees describe cases where face-to-face interaction in physical
event and interaction in social media have supported each other in marketing
purposes.
This requires cooperation in marketing planning also inside service providers:
planning is less channel specific than before and more centralized. The
respondents describe that “the planning have to be made together around the
same table”. Organizing clearly in different themes like web team and TV team
becomes less common.
5.2.3

Integrating actors in marketing field

Because this integrative nature of social media and handling of continuous
presence are so challenging for companies, some respondents estimate that most
companies will continue using outsourced model at least in the near future even
though it is not considered ideal. Consequently, this can change practices in the
field. Social media has brought some new tasks for the firms providing services
related to marketing, namely to advertising, media and digital agencies. Some
people are making social media updates and answering to customers, i.e. handling
the daily routines in social media on behalf of companies. This requires close
cooperation and briefing. For example renting outside experts to work inside the
company could be one solution that becomes more common.
Addition to this partly handling of daily interaction in social media, marketing
experts specify that they still have 5 important roles in social media in the future:
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oTraining and consulting will be used to support social media marketing in
companies also in the future.
oExperts will be used in formulating social media strategies and practices in
companies. This can include for example policies for social media or creating
strategic links to wider issues like CRM, service development or online store.
oSome parts of planning and creating marketing content still need support from
professionals. Creative ideas and visual planning are examples of this kind of
input.
oSocial media can need boost and support from advertising in traditional media.
Traditional campaigns are still used in some extent to activate discussion and
recommendations in social media.
oMonitoring, measuring and integrating information about discussions in social
media are seen growing fields especially for media agencies.
Social media is considered by respondents as a one force which brings the roles of
advertising, media, digital and communications agencies closer each other. Media
agencies and digital agencies are considered to have reacted to social media faster
than traditional advertising and communication agencies. For example for media
agencies, the growing number of social media services have provided an
opportunity to emphasize more strategic viewpoints by analysing behaviour in
these different social media channels.
Especially the roles of media agencies and advertising agencies are seen
overlapping in social media. Some respondents even envision some concrete
integration and fusions of these actors in the near future.
“These overlapping roles are emphasizing in social media… If you bring your
marketing content to environment which is not in your full control (like in social
media), you have to take the rules of this environment into account. This means
that you have to know the environment. This is constantly present in our work: we
[media agency] produce simple content to social media and advertising agencies
are buying media and recommending media channels. Or they just say that they
have planned a Facebook campaign which already includes the choice of media”
The role of communications agencies is seen also an interesting one in the future.
On the one hand, communications agencies have traditionally been the place for
utilizing free media space (like through publicity and editorial content) and in
Sweden they are stronger players in social media than in Finland, but on the other
hand, some advertising agencies have started to handle many tasks typical for
communications (e.g. communication strategies, reputation, crisis management).
Addition to traditional players in the field, social media has also generated new
actors specializing in social media consulting. The integrating role of social media
is seen as a barrier to these new players: while social media is linked to many
company functions and strategies, companies primarily prefer larger agencies
providing wider range of services.
After all these speculations, one respondent crystallizes the situation like this:
“It is not a key question, which is the title of the agency. Instead, it is the key to
understand this new reality, new world, opportunities that new techniques and
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services provide. If you understand these, it doesn’t matter if you are traditional
advertising agency or digital agency or media agency.”

5.3

Next steps of marketing in social media

Many trends already reported in literature were mentioned also in these
interviews: for example more efficient targeting, social or group buying, micro
payments and playfulness. The following three themes are the ones that gained the
most space in the spontaneous speech of the respondents: role of social media in
future marketing, measuring marketing effectiveness in social media and mobile
social media.
5.3.1

Role of social media in future marketing

The experts do not expect social media to take the leading role in marketing
strategy like we stated in one of our imaginary scenarios. Most of the respondents
believe that mass media, traditional campaigns and digital marketing in general
are still essential. However, it is agreed that social media will have a role in
marketing also in the future.
“It will definitely be important in PR and communications, and absolutely
strategic, but it cannot be denied that we live in era where mass media still have a
role in highlighting things. And this has a meaning when we talk about
marketing.“
Comparison standards from web and TV
Interviewees compare often the development of marketing in social media to the
development of online marketing and e-mail marketing. The investments in social
media marketing are estimated to follow the usage figures with a delay in the
same way as they earlier did in web marketing in general. The hype about social
media is compared to the hype about Internet marketing in the beginning of
millennium. The other comparison is made about the danger for corrupting social
media as a marketing channel with too aggressive marketing, like almost
happened with e-mail marketing.
Another interesting linkage is made to the future development of TV and TV
advertising: the development of marketing in social media is somehow linked to
the development of TV and the features combining TV and web. This
combination can be more important competitor to traditional media like print than
social media as such. Experts mention Videoflow and Formula1 in Katsomo as
examples of this phenomenon.
“I had a chance to try out this Formula 1 -service and I realized that it’s
something special: you can choose what you watch and comment it all the time
with other users”
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However, the speculations about the future of TV vary: some believe it will
follow the downward development like in USA while some believe it will still be
strong.
“When I think what our customers want right now, they are surely talking about
digital but many of them are focusing on TV and moving investments from print to
TV”
Centralization versus fragmentation?
Another angle of approach to future development is the role of different services
in marketing communications. This is an interesting theme, because there is a
clear polarization in expert views: most of the respondents argue on behalf of
fragmentation while some respondents are visioning Facebook-dominance.
From the marketing point of view, Facebook is the most common social media
service right now in Finland although many of the respondents consider it
important to emphasize that it is not equal to social media. The predominant view
of the interviewed experts is that social media is going to fragment into smaller,
niche communities that will appear for example around hobbies. There can be
then some systems gathering together information from different sources in order
to help people manage their profile.
“This is a cultural trend in general: there is not one predominant fashion or
lifestyle, that kind of mass movement like before. Instead, it is fragmenting and
this applies also to web and consumption and search.”
“I think that Facebook is too big already, and YouTube. It is hard to find
anything. It cannot last for long anymore, it is full of spam. Something dramatic
will happen. And it is quite easy for people to start using new platforms because
the process is so similar. I believe there will be more, smaller platforms.”
On the contrary, two respondents are in strong favour of centralization view and
more specifically of the power of Facebook. If this happens, it has also a major
impact on marketing. One interviewee believes for example that there will be
Facebook specialists in marketing instead of social media specialists.
“I think Facebook will become new Internet inside Internet… a monumental
change is happening and it is driven by Facebook and Facebook alone… It is the
platform around which everything else will organize. Facebook buttons changing
all content into Facebook content are a bigger invention than contextual search
engine marketing was. For example YouTube will work as a Facebook’s video
sharing platform.”
“Facebook exists also outside Facebook because they offer these options with
Facebook connect that you can insert this like-button for example to your web
shop. It implies that this could be quite stable and continuous phenomenon.”
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5.3.2

Measuring marketing effectiveness in social media

One of the current hot topics is measuring the effectiveness of social media
marketing. All interviewees see this to have a growing importance in their work.
“It’s like web services were: as long as we didn’t have any comparable
indicators, it just didn’t work.”
More versatile measuring will be created. This means analysing not only clicks
rates but also for example time spend with the brand or actions with the brand. On
the other hand, one interviewee sees that the focus is moving towards more
concrete measures like traffic created to web shop.
Another challenge is analysing the true commitment and background information
of followers in social media. Big part of followers comes through campaigns like
advertising or competitions and these people are not necessarily committed to
brand. Or at least it is currently difficult to know the motivations and
commitments of social media followers.
Finally, utilizing measurement and making conclusions by integrating information
with other sources is considered a growing trend. It is considered important to
combine web analytics information and social media analysis with other studies.
“I think that now there’s still measuring for measurement’s sake. It is not
systematic enough and these results are not interpreted into actions quickly
enough”

5.3.3

Mobile social media

All interviewees agree that both mobile use of social media and marketing in
mobile social media continues to grow also in the near future. This is not even
questioned anymore but most of the respondents consider it a fact.
“Of course it has been talked about already like ten years that now is the year of
mobile. But I have to say that this last year have been more active in that sense
than any other year before”
“It’s already a fact from many studies that the most active users of social media
are mobile users and it’s growing all the time”
However, new concepts in mobile advertising are still scarce. Technical issues,
slow changes in habits and small markets and advertising budgets have slowed
down the development in Finland. By using mobile marketing or productizing
marketing concepts in mobile social media, companies still have a chance to stand
out and get publicity.
Contextual information like location and better targeting in general are considered
obvious trends both in mobile social media and in other forms of advertising. New
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social media services are expected to appear using same kind of elements that
Foursquare does. This can have effects on consumer behaviour and the use of
social search.
“It is not so important with what device the comment is left, with mobile or laptop
or what. It is more interesting what it means that we have access to that comment
from anywhere, for example from the shop.”
From the marketing point of view, mobile is seen only as a one channel for getting
into contact with customers. Consequently, binding marketing in mobile social
media together with other social media is considered essential. Interviewees
anticipate that the growth will not be drastic; instead it will grow steadily and
without more hype.
In our imaginary scenario, we also combined augmented reality and 3D to mobile
social media. Both these things are becoming more general but the mobile
experience aspect is seen to slow down this development a bit. Like one of our
respondents said it:
“Augmented reality is a media for experience and the goal is often to create great
usage experiences. As long as we are talking about fairly small mobile devices,
the question is that how exclusive the experience can be through the small
device.”

5.4

Changes in marketing and business practice boosted by social
media
Marketing in social media is seen as a part of wider change in marketing practice
resulting from digitalization. Overall, interviewees do not consider concept
“social media”to represent the essence of the phenomenon in the right way.
People have recommended products and shared experiences about service before
digital platforms which have only made it quicker and easier than before. It is not
about media or one format, but about social interaction and taking it into account
in business.
Some interviewees go even further and are more sceptical towards the hype and
actual changes in marketing driven by social media.
“I think the line between digital marketing and so called social media marketing
is artificial and unnecessary… This field is changing all the time and this social
media is getting ridiculous amounts of attention and hype at the moment. Real
business impacts are limited. There is some good cases but they are exceptions.”
In spite of the excessive hype, our research and interviews point out many
changes in planning, producing and organizing marketing communications, which
have been accelerated by social media even though these changes cannot be solely
attributed to social media.
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Organization of social media marketing is yet unclear. In social media field, many
actors are providing similar services for companies, and the traditional role
balance between companies’own marketing departments, media, advertising,
digital and even communication agencies is challenged. In some companies, the
messaging in social media is organized inside the company, while in other
companies this is currently outsourced. People responsible for social media can be
found from marketing department as well as from communications or customer
service departments.
Actually, the planning of the whole process and actor roles forms currently a focal
part of social media planning in many company projects. This makes planning
marketing in social media more time consuming than in traditional channels.
There do for example existing planning tools for newspaper campaigns but social
media calls for much more work from scratch.
“Now, when we decide to make a campaign in social media, we have to think
through the process from the scratch and plan who does what and where. And for
many companies, it’s still unclear.”
5.4.1

Providing marketing services
Social media has brought some new tasks for the firms providing services related
to marketing, namely to advertising, media and digital agencies. Some people are
making social media updates and answering to customers, i.e. handling the daily
routines in social media on behalf of companies.
Currently, a part of companies are actually approaching social media from quite
traditional point of view. Social media is used as a platform for spreading special
offers and campaigns. However, especially respondents from digital agencies are
critical towards the success of traditional, one-way, “push”advertising in the
future.
“For example TV-spots are dead. Law should ban them. This type of advertising
lives only because advertising agencies and customers live in symbiosis and do
cool things only in order to win cool prizes and look good in their organizations”
Consumer power is considered to grow and increase the requirements for
corporate responsibility and open interaction, even though most of the
respondents do not agree with our imaginary scenario about drastic rise of
consumption criticism.
Social media has directed interest towards customer or consumer involvement
and social aspects in all communication, also those advertising campaigns using
more traditional channels.
“We are thinking more about the role of people in campaigns. How can we create
something that people want to share? It’s not only about brand marketing in
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different media but more about activating and involving people around the
brand.”
Viral effects, WOM, recommendations, customer participation have become
business as usual. Social media is also becoming one integral part of other
interaction; it is no longer seen as a separate kind of sociality. For example, two
different interviewees describe cases where face-to-face interaction in physical
event and interaction in social media have supported each other in marketing
purposes.
One of the most obvious effects of social media in marketing is the real time or
fast spreading of phenomena, campaigns and both positive and negative
comments. Like one respondent commented our scenarios about direct customer
contacts:
“The biggest benefit is not only the direct contact to customer per se, instead the
biggest benefit is that through that one contact you get a chance to affect many
people.”
This has also made possible to utilize in marketing phenomena one interviewee
called “reverse crowdsourcing”: companies can follow up and sponsor things,
like YouTube videos, that have gained buzz and publicity.
Interviewees describe that not only social media but digital marketing as a wider
phenomenon will emphasize marketing through services. One interviewee
illustrates this change:
“I believe that future marketing is more about being close to the skin. This can be
done for example through services relevant to business. For example public
transport company could provide a mobile application about weather with which
you could check the probability for rain. You would see their brand every day
before you leave home and you would perceive it useful.”
Additionally, in social media the company should earn their place with other
content than marketing communications before their marketing is accepted.
Interviewees conclude that it is not a bad thing to act like a commercial actor in
social media if you are one. It is the most important thing to be honest and
transparent, and produce interesting content that will help customers to boost their
social capital for example by being first to share this interesting thing.
“You have to go there and really participate conversations. Start by listening and
then producing interesting content from the own professional point of view. Little
by little you become interesting and get a foothold there. And after that you can
also market your product there.”
“Thumb rule for our customers is that 75 per cent of content should be fun, useful,
entertaining, something else than commercial. And then the rest 25 per cent can
be purely commercial.”
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Social media is also seen as a part of a wider trend concentrating on “bringing
content and commercial messages to spots where people already are spending
their time”instead of channeling visitors to separate campaign pages. This can be
done also in more traditional channels, for example with functional banners, but it
can be applied also with active social media presence.
5.4.2

Planning and budgeting of social media marketing
Social media as well as other digital marketing, requires continuous presence
alongside campaign bursts. Consequently, social media has emphasized a need to
long-term planning alongside traditional campaign-based planning in marketing
communications.
”It’s more like serving customers and being present in many places. And 24/7.”
“The campaign-type doing in a few months cycles is old fashioned. We should
think that all we do is service in beta stage for our customers”
This is a challenge also for scheduling, budgeting and marketing related contracts.
Respondents envision that companies will have two parallel marketing budgets in
the future: one for campaigns and one for continuous visibility. The respondents
hope that the focus will move from project orders to continuous cooperation
agreements.
”In many companies, I would build on two separate budgets: one for continuous
marketing efforts and one for campaigns. And then I would take our customer
service and communications and their budgets and practices and I would combine
this continuous marketing in a new way.”
However, this is an ongoing change and most of the work is still organized
traditionally.

5.4.3

Implementing and organizing social media marketing
There was one thing that all interviewed experts agreed on: social media cannot be
outsourced fully in the future. Practices are diverse at the moment, but
respondents consider unanimously, that in the future, companies are going to take
more responsibility of social media and handle more things by themselves in
social media, even though they will still need some consulting from outside. This
is described to better suit to basic characters of social media like reactivity and
authenticity. For example in daily discussions and answering, outsourcing is
considered to be too slow and inflexible.
“The strength of social media is that it’s a bit homespun and self-made, it’s not
purely professional. The worry is that this authenticity might get lost if someone is
handling it from outside”
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“If you have someone who specializes in updating Facebook and who has no
contact to daily work or business, it doesn’t work… It’s like outsourcing your core
business.”
“Somehow I feel that it should be written in company DNA”
“It’s an essential part of interaction between company and customers, part of that
customer interface”
Similarly, direct contact is also needed to benefit from direct feedback in
development: it is difficult for outside consultant to forward development ideas to
right persons inside company and motivate company to really do the changes.
Especially in larger companies, it is anticipated that there will be employees
specializing in coordinating different roles of social media, ensuring continuous
presence in social media and facilitating interaction. However, this re-organization
is anticipated to be challenging for many companies, which have concentrated on
streamlining customer service to be as cost efficient as possible. This is how one
respondent describes the reactions he gets from customers:
“But when you explain this to your customers, they answer that yes we understand
but we don’t have anyone to do this. And recruitment is so difficult and we have
this customer service and call center outsourced to India or Kuopio and it has
been streamlined to be as cost effective as possible. We cannot recruit for this.”
Because this new way of doing is so difficult for companies, some respondents
estimate that most companies will continue using outsourced model at least in the
near future even though it is not considered ideal. This requires close cooperation
and briefing. Consequently, this can change practices in the field. For example
renting outside experts to work inside the company could be one solution that
becomes more common.
Addition to this partly handling of daily interaction in social media, marketing
experts specify that they still have 5 important roles in social media in the future:
• Training and consulting will be used to support social media marketing in
companies also in the future.
• Experts will be used in formulating social media strategies and practices in
companies. This can include for example policies for social media or creating
strategic links to wider issues like CRM, service development or online store.
• Some parts of planning and creating marketing content still need support from
professionals. Creative ideas and visual planning are examples of this kind of
input.
• Social media can need boost and support from advertising in traditional media.
Traditional campaigns are still used in some extent to activate discussion and
recommendations in social media.
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• Monitoring, measuring and integrating information about discussions in social
media are seen growing fields especially for media agencies.
5.4.4

Planting social interaction into company culture
Addition to this partly handling of daily interaction in social media, marketing
experts specify that they still have 5 important roles in social media in the future:
In the end of 2010, when the interviews were conducted, there still were diverse
attitudes in companies towards social media. Based on the analysis of interviewee
comments, the companies can be roughly classified into Traditionals, Curious,
Savers, Frightened and Integrators (see more from our earlier report). However,
social media is considered to integrate into normal, daily business. The first
experiments have now been done and marketing in social media is becoming more
target-oriented and it is moving to the minds of top management.
“It is not about media, but about wider organization of social practices: How to
develop business culture which is based on social interaction and which nurtures
crowdsourcing as normal development process and two-way communication as
normal marketing?”
“Jumping into social media is not about buying a campaign; it is clearly about
changing practices.”
The question is not only about overall company culture but also about individual
employee identities. Interactive role becomes central for many employees in
different hierarchical levels. There does not exist consistent practices about digital
identities yet: how much you will comment with your personal profile and how
much with some company profile. Some respondents refer also to growing
importance of individuals in brand building.
“It would be important to have people representing company from different
angles and hierarchical levels. That it would give multifaceted picture of this
company. And there is a long way to go to this kind of ideal situation.”

5.4.5

Social media as a driver of integration
In the responses of experts, marketing in social media is in many ways appearing
as an integrator. In order to succeed in social media, different actors, company
functions and parts of marketing communication have to co-operate more closely
than in traditional, campaign based advertising. Integration and cooperation seem
to be both requirements and consequences of successful social media marketing.
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Integrating company functions
Addition to this partly handling of daily interaction in social media, marketing
experts specify that they still have 5 important roles in social media in the future:
Social media marketing is not actually marketing in the traditional sense. Instead,
different respondents clearly agree that it combines many goals and functions, and
requires real changes in organizational structures and practices. Social media can
be beneficial to product development, customer service, communications and
marketing alike. Like one respondent describes the challenge:
“The bigger challenge is if companies can organize themselves in a way that
enables them to take advantage of different possibilities provided by social media,
possibilities that are not limited to marketing. And by being something else than
marketing, they are maybe better marketing than the actual marketing in social
media.”
”Social media is like a matrix. It can not be delegated only to digital marketing
manager, but every function should interpret what it means for them.
”In order to utilize social media, it should include many functions from
advertiser. And bigger the firm, longer away from each other these departments
typically are, both mentally and physically. And they have different goals and
different incentives. It’s surprisingly difficult to make this puzzle work as a
whole.”
Alongside this requirement for integration, part of the interviewed experts sees the
increasing role and possibly also power of customer service in companies through
social media. This can cause challenges for example to some companies which
have outsourced their customer services abroad.
“Many companies have existing customer service function, which is probably the
most natural home for daily handling of social media. Because the same
conversation happens through other service channels like help desk -phone or
other customer feedback channels.”
One promising approach is utilizing social media in customer relationship
management and integrating it more closely to other contact points with
customers.
“It would be damn nice if you would get input from social media to your CRMsystem, for example information about who is your fan and what has he done
there.”
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Integrating media and campaign parts
Addition to this partly handling of daily interaction in social media, marketing
experts specify that they still have 5 important roles in social media in the future:
This is how one respondent described the role of social media, when we wanted to
know the share of social media compared to other communication channels in the
future:
“I see social media as thin strings that bind things together like a ball. It is not a
separate sector somewhere. Social media can be the linkage that holds the entity,
360 degrees together.”
The essence of social media from the marketing point of view, namely interaction,
commenting, sharing and recommending, will affect all marketing
communications in all channels. Social media is tightly connected to other forms
of marketing.
“If we think for example of Facebook campaign, it combines all brand marketing
in practice…For example TV campaign produces a big peak in commenting and
sharing at the same time. Or you can have a Facebook address in your print ad.
An you should know and coordinate all these aspects.”
This requires cooperation in marketing planning also inside service providers:
planning is less channel specific than before and more centralized. The
respondents describe that “the planning have to be made together around the
same table”. Organizing clearly in different themes like web team and TV team
becomes less common.

5.4.8

Integrating actors in marketing field
Social media is considered by respondents as a one force which brings the roles of
advertising, media, digital and communications agencies closer each other. Media
agencies and digital agencies are considered to have reacted to social media faster
than traditional advertising and communication agencies. For example for media
agencies, the growing number of social media services have provided an
opportunity to emphasize more strategic viewpoints by analyzing behavior in
these different social media channels.
Especially the roles of media agencies and advertising agencies are seen
overlapping in social media. Some respondents even envision some concrete
integration and fusions of these actors in the near future.
“These overlapping roles are emphasizing in social media… If you bring your
marketing content to environment which is not in your full control (like in social
media), you have to take the rules of this environment into account. This means
that you have to know the environment. This is constantly present in our work: we
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[media agency] produce simple content to social media and advertising agencies
are buying media and recommending media channels. Or they just say that they
have planned a Facebook campaign which already includes the choice of media”
The role of communications agencies is seen also an interesting one in the future.
On the one hand, communications agencies have traditionally been the place for
utilizing free media space (like through publicity and editorial content) and in
Sweden they are stronger players in social media than in Finland, but on the other
hand, some advertising agencies have started to handle many tasks typical for
communications (e.g. communication strategies, reputation, crisis management).
Addition to traditional players in the field, social media has also generated new
actors specializing in social media consulting. The integrating role of social media
is seen as a barrier to these new players: while social media is linked to many
company functions and strategies, companies primarily prefer larger agencies
providing wider range of services.
After all these speculations, one respondent crystallizes the situation like this:
“It is not a key question, which is the title of the agency. Instead, it is the key to
understand this new reality, new world, opportunities that new techniques and
services provide. If you understand these, it doesn’t matter if you are traditional
advertising agency or digital agency or media agency.”
5.4.9

Sneak peaks to future social media marketing
Many trends already reported in literature were mentioned also in these
interviews: for example more efficient targeting, social or group buying, micro
payments and playfulness. The following three trends are the ones that gained the
most space in the spontaneous speech of the respondents: role of social media in
the future, measuring marketing effectiveness in social media and mobile social
media.

5.4.10

Role of social media in the future
Addition to this partly handling of daily interaction in social media, marketing
experts specify that they still have 5 important roles in social media in the future:
The experts do not expect social media to take the leading role in marketing
strategy like we stated in one of our imaginary scenarios. Most of the respondents
believe that mass media, traditional campaigns and other forms of digital
marketing are still essential. However, social media will have a role in marketing
also in the future.
“It will definitely be important in PR and communications, and absolutely
strategic, but it cannot be denied that we live in era where mass media still have a
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role in highlighting things. And this has a meaning when we talk about
marketing.“
Comparison standards from web and TV
Interviewees compare often the development of marketing in social media to the
development of online marketing and e-mail marketing. The investments in social
media marketing are estimated to follow the usage figures with a delay in the
same way as they earlier did in web marketing in general. The hype about social
media is compared to the hype about Internet marketing in the beginning of
millennium. The other comparison is made about the danger for corrupting social
media as a marketing channel with too aggressive marketing, like spam in e-mail.
Another interesting linkage is made to the future development of TV and TV
advertising: the development of marketing in social media is somehow linked to
the development of TV and the features combining TV and web. This
combination can be more important competitor to traditional media like print than
social media as such. Experts mention Videoflow and Formula1 in Katsomo as
examples of this phenomenon.
“I had a chance to try out this Formula 1 -service and I realized that it’s
something special: you can choose what you watch and comment it all the time
with other users”
However, the speculations about the future of TV vary: some believe it will
follow the downward development like in USA while some believe it will still be
strong.
“When I think what our customers want right now, they are surely talking about
digital but many of them are focusing on TV and moving investments from print to
TV”
Centralization versus fragmentation?
Another angle of approach to future development is the role of different services.
From the marketing point of view, Facebook is the most common social media
service right now in Finland although many of the respondents consider it
important to emphasize that it is not equal to social media. The predominant view
of the interviewed experts is that social media is going to fragment into smaller,
niche communities that will appear for example around hobbies. There can be
then some systems gathering together information from different sources in order
to help people manage their profile.
“This is a cultural trend in general: there is not one predominant fashion or
lifestyle, that kind of mass movement like before. Instead, it is fragmenting and
this applies also to web and consumption and search.”
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“I think that Facebook is too big already, and YouTube. It is hard to find
anything. It cannot last for long anymore, it is full of spam. Something dramatic
will happen. And it is quite easy for people to start using new platforms because
the process is so similar. I believe there will be more, smaller platforms.”
On the contrary, two respondents are in strong favor of centralization view and
more specifically of the power of Facebook. If this happens, it has also a major
impact on marketing. One interviewee believes for example that there will be
Facebook specialists in marketing instead of social media specialists.
“I think Facebook will become new Internet inside Internet… a monumental
change is happening and it is driven by Facebook and Facebook alone… It is the
platform around which everything else will organize. Facebook buttons changing
all content into Facebook content are a bigger invention than contextual search
engine marketing was. For example YouTube will work as a Facebook’s video
sharing platform.”
“Facebook exists also outside Facebook because they offer these options with
Facebook connect that you can insert this like-button for example to your web
shop. It implies that this could be quite stable and continuous phenomenon.”
5.4.11

Measuring marketing effectiveness in social media
One of the current hot topics is measuring the effectiveness of social media
marketing. All interviewees see this to have a growing importance in their work.
“It’s like web services were: as long as we didn’t have any comparable
indicators, it just didn’t work.”
More versatile measuring will be created. This means analyzing not only click
rates but also for example time spend with the brand or actions with the brand. On
the other hand, one interviewee sees that the focus is moving towards more
concrete measures like traffic created to web shop.
Another challenge is analyzing the true commitment and background information
of followers in social media. Big part of followers comes through campaigns like
advertising or competitions and these people are not necessarily committed to
brand. Or at least it is currently difficult to know the motivations and
commitments of social media followers.
Finally, utilizing measurement and making conclusions by integrating information
with other sources is considered a growing trend. It is considered important to
combine web analytics information and social media analysis with other studies.
“I think that now there’s still measuring for measurement’s sake. It is not
systematic enough and these results are not interpreted into actions quickly
enough”
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Mobile social media
Addition to this partly handling of daily interaction in social media, marketing
experts specify that they still have 5 important roles in social media in the future:
All interviewees agree that both mobile use of social media and mobile marketing
continues to grow also in the near future. This is not even questioned anymore but
most of the respondents consider it a fact.
“Of course it has been talked about already like ten years that now is the year of
mobile. But I have to say that this last year have been more active in that sense
than any other year before”
“It’s already a fact from many studies that the most active users of social media
are mobile users and it’s growing all the time”
However, new concepts in mobile advertising are still scarce. Technical issues,
slow changes in habits and small markets and advertising budgets have slowed
down the development in Finland. By using mobile marketing or productizing
marketing concepts in mobile social media, companies still have a chance to stand
out and get publicity.
Contextual information and targeting are considered obvious trends both in
mobile and also in other advertising like outdoor advertising. New social media
services are expected to appear using same kind of elements that Foursquare does.
This can have effects on consumer behavior and the use of social search.
“It is not so important with what device the comment is left, with mobile or laptop
or what. It is more interesting what it means that we have access to that comment
from anywhere, for example from the shop.”
From the marketing point of view, mobile is seen only as a one channel for getting
into contact with customers. Consequently, binding marketing in mobile social
media together with other social media is considered essential. Interviewees
anticipate that the growth will not be drastic; instead it will grow steadily and
without more hype.
In our imaginary scenario, we also combined augmented reality and 3D to mobile
social media. Both these things are becoming more general but the mobile
experience aspect is seen to slow this development down a bit. Like one of our
respondents said it:
“Augmented reality is a media for experience and the goal is often to create great
usage experiences. As long as we are talking about fairly small mobile devices,
the question is that how exclusive the experience can be through the small
device.”
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Conclusions
Virpi Oksman & Mari Ainasoja
The various methods used in this project yielded certain interesting insights for
the development and design of social media advertising in on-line media portals.
In consumer studies it came clear, that users are very selective to what is being
advertised and that in order to get noticed advertising in any media should be
personally relevant to the user. When talking of consumers, social media was
practically a synonym for Facebook. From this point of view, publishing and
sharing ads in social media was not considered personal enough. Overall,
consumers’opinions about advertising in social media were contradictory: On the
other hand they valued ad-free social media, were reluctant in giving in personal
information and were worried about breaches in their privacy, and yet they wished
better targeting and true personality from the advertisements.
From user point of view it would be important to develop targeting and profiling
of advertising so that at least user would have the possibility to choose the
companies and products she or he is interested in and get the ads that are most
relevant for the user at the given moment. From the design point of view, it
should be noted that many web and mobile phone advertising providers allow
filtering advertisements via keywords, so that it is easier to target advertising for
specific audience and user community.
In the instant social media advertising tools pilot we found out that the small
companies perceived the tools easy to use and that service is a proper to advertise
their products. Instead they were willing to have more statistical/specific
information how readers have noticed and opened their ads to get more proper
insight of the usefulness of the advertising service. On a more aggregate level,
social media experts also considered this growing trend around better measuring
of effectiveness important.
Among the advertising experts, it was recognized that social media has
contributed to the ways in which companies marketing communications are
planned, produced and organized. Companies are regarded to take more
responsibility of handling social media by themselves. One recurrent theme
around the challenges boosted by social media is integration. Marketing in social
media requires integrating company functions, campaign parts and actors in
marketing communications field. Regarding the role of social media in the future
marketing communications opinions polarize: the predominant view of the experts
was that social media is going to fragment into smaller niche communities.
However, some experts were strong in favour of centralization view and more
specifically of the power of Facebook.
In conclusion, more versatile profiling options for consumers and measuring
methods for companies should be developed. The more effective utilization of
social media is not only about better targeting and measurement, but also about
changing both consumer and company cultures and practices to find the natural
ways of assimilating marketing in social media into daily life.
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